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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present a way of viewing of basic topology which unifies quite a
few results and concepts previously seemed not related (quotient maps, product topology, subspace
topology, separation axioms, topologies on function spaces, dimension, metrizability). The basic idea
is that in order to investigate an unknown spaceX, one either maps known spaces toX or mapsX
to known spaces. Mapping known spaces toX leads to covariant functors. Therefore, it will be part
of what we call the covariant point of view. MappingX to known spaces leads to contravariant
functors. It will be part of what we call the contravariant point of view. The covariant approach is
an abstraction of the well known methodology of the homotopy theory: to investigate properties of
CW complexes one computes their homotopy groups, i.e., one considers maps from spheres to CW
complexes. Once some CW complexes are well understood, one can map them to a spaceX in order
to detect its topological properties. The dual to covariant approach, the contravariant approach, is an
abstraction of the well known methodology of the shape theory: to investigate topological properties
of spaceX one mapsX to CW complexes.

It is explained in the paper that many notions/results can be better understood as analyzed from
either covariant or contravariant points of view. Particular attention is given to function spaces. It is
shown that the three main topologies on function spaces (the basic covariant topology, the compact-
open topology, the pointwise convergence topology) can be introduced in the same manner: they are
covariantly induced by functionsf :S→Map(X,Y ) so thatadjX(f )|S ×K is continuous for

(a)K =X (the basic covariant topology),
(b) any locally compactK in X (the compact-open topology),
(c) any finite subsetK of X (the pointwise convergence topology).
By applying the concept of adjointness of functors, two new topologies on the productX× Y are

introduced. The PC-productX×PC Y arises as a left adjoint to the pointwise convergence topology,
and the CO-productX×COY arises as a left adjoint to the compact-open topology. 1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction

In [8] the author presented certain results of basic topology from the point of view of
Extension Theory. In this paper we broaden the approach of [8]. Namely, extension theory
can be viewed as part of the contravariant approach, and it makes sense to ponder its dual,
the covariant approach.

Suppose we have a class of known spacesK, and we are faced with an unknown spaceX.
We may choose one of the following strategies:

(1) (Covariant approach)X will be investigated by considering mapsf :K→X from
known spaces toX.

(2) (Contravariant approach)X will be investigated by considering mapsf :X→ K

fromX to known spaces.
The covariant approach is widely used in the classical homotopy theory and leads

to homotopy/homology groups (see [26]). The contravariant approach is the main-stay
of shape theory (see [24]), cohomological dimension theory (see [28]), and leads to
cohomology/cohomotopy groups. However, in basic topology the prevalent approach is
that of intrinsic definitions/theorems in terms of open sets/covers.

The purpose of this paper is to translate the intrinsic approach of basic topology into
covariant/contravariant approaches in an effort to unify various concepts which seemed
unrelated up to now (quotient maps, product topology, subspace topology, separation
axioms, dimension, metrizability). We believe that it brings better understanding and better
results. In particular we present a new way of looking at topologies of function spaces.
We show that a certain topology onMap(X,Y ) (we call it the basic covariant topology)
which played only a marginal role up to now, has exactly the same properties as the
compact-open topology but is much more natural and allows functorial proofs. Actually,
the same proofs can be used, word for word, for analogous statements about the compact-
open topology. Also, both the compact-open topology and the pointwise convergence
topology are derived from the basic covariant topology. More generally, it is shown that
the three main topologies on function spaces (the basic covariant topology, the compact-
open topology, the pointwise convergence topology) can be introduced in the same manner:
they are covariantly induced by functionsf :S→Map(X,Y ) so thatadjX(f )|S × K is
continuous for

(a) K =X (the basic covariant topology),
(b) any locally compactK in X (the compact-open topology),
(c) any finite subsetK of X (the pointwise convergence topology).
One of the main accomplishments of this paper is establishing the connection between

the problem of continuity of the evaluation mapeval: Map(X,Y ) × X → Y and the
characterization of locally compact spacesZ as those for whichf × idZ is a quotient map
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if f is a quotient map. That characterization is a consequence of a result of Whitehead and
a result of Michael (see Corollary 5.4 and Theorem 5.5 in this paper).

Our interest in function spaces arises from the fact that, for compactly generated
spacesX, thekth Čech cohomology groupHk(X;G) can be defined as the fundamental
groupπ1(K

X), whereK is aK(G,k + 1), i.e., a CW complex whose only non-trivial
homotopy group isπk+1(K) = G. If In × X is a cw-space for eachn as in [5] (this
means that all contractible CW complexes are absolute extensors of that space), then for
every closed subsetA of X, the restriction mapKX→KA is a Serre fibration (this is a
sophisticated reformulation of the Homotopy Extension Theorem) which leads to the long
exact sequence of cohomology (see [6]). Also, ifX × Y is a cw-space for some compact
spaceY , then (see [6]) one gets a nice geometrical interpretation of the Kunneth Formula.
Namely, the homotopy classes[X × Y,K] are identified with[X,KY ], andKY is shown
to be homotopy equivalent to

k+1∏
n=0

K
(
Hk+1−n(Y ;G),n).

In the above approach to cohomology one may say that we are using an ingredient of
Eckmann–Hilton duality (see [9–11]). Namely, cofibrations are dual to Serre fibrations.
Let us recall other examples of Eckmann–Hilton duality (see [16]):

(1) Homotopy groups are dual to cohomology groups.
(2) The wedge of spaces is dual to the Cartesian product of spaces.
(3) The suspension operator is dual to the loop space operator.
The modern way to express Eckmann–Hilton duality is by applying the concept of

adjoint functors(see [19]):

Definition 0.1. SupposeF :C → D, G :D → C are two covariant functors such that
for each pair of objectsX,Y there is a natural equivalenceηXY : MorD(F (X),Y )→
MorC(X,G(Y )). F is said to be aleft adjoint to G, G is said to be aright adjoint to
F , and the functorη :Copp×D→Setsis theadjugant equivalenceor, simply,adjugant.

One of the basic examples of adjoint functors in algebra is the tensor product being
left adjoint to Hom. This is expressed as the Adjoint Associativity Theorem (see [18,
Theorem 5.10, p. 214]):

HomR(M ⊗R N,P)∼HomR
(
M,HomR(N,P)

)
.

We are interested in the analog of Adjoint Associativity Theorem in the category of sets:

MorSets
(
X,MorSets(Y,Z)

)∼MorSets(X× Y,Z).
Let us describe the adjugant equivalence in this case:

Definition 0.2. Given a functionf :A→ MorSets(X,Y ) one defines theadjoint func-
tion adjX(f ) :A × X → Y by adjX(f )(a, x) = f (a)(x). Conversely, given a function
g :A × X → Y one has theadjoint function adjX(g) :A→ MorSets(X,Y ) defined by
adjX(g)(a)(x)= g(a, x).
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If f :A→MorSets(X,Y ), thenadjA(adjX(f )) :X→MorSets(A,Y ) will be denoted by
tran(f ) and called thetransposeof f .

The basic functioneval: MorSets(X,Y )×X→ Y is equal toadjX(id), whereid : MorSets

(X,Y )→MorSets(X,Y ) is the identity function.

Notice that the equivalenceη : MorSets(X,MorSets(Y,Z))→MorSets(X×Y,Z) is given
by η(f )= adjY (f ). Also notice thattran:

MorSets
(
X,MorSets(Y,Z)

)→MorSets
(
Y,MorSets(X,Z)

)
is a natural equivalence.

Our terminology is inspired by the terminology of the vector space theory. Indeed,
if Z = R is the field of reals,X = Rn, Y = Rm, and linear maps are considered
instead of general functions, then the transpose function corresponds to taking of the
transpose of a matrix. Also notice thatMorSets(X,MorSets(Y,Z)) is formally obtained from
MorSets(Y,MorSets(X,Z)) by transposingX andY .

Traditionally, in the topology textbooks, the compact-open topology is introduced out of
the blue and then its properties are being proved. In this paper, in contrast, our method is
to specify the goal for a useful topology on function spaces from the beginning:

Goal 0.3. We are interested in the set of mapsMap(X,Y ) from X to Y to be equipped
with a topologyTop (the resulting topological space is denoted byMapTop(X,Y )) so that
the induced (from the category of sets) function

adjY : Map
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)→Map(X× Y,Z)
is a natural equivalence on some useful subcategory ofT OP .

Thus, we are trying to construct a right adjoint to the Cartesian product functor. A more
ambitious goal is to require that

adjY : MapTop
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)→MapTop(X× Y,Z)
is a homeomorphism in analogy to the Adjoint Associativity Theorem of algebra.

Dually, given a way of prescribing topologyTopon function spacesMap(X,Y ), so that
MapTop(X,Y ) is a bifunctor, on can ponder the question of existence of a left adjoint to
the functorG(Z)=MapTop(Y,Z) (Y is fixed). This amounts to finding a new topology on
the product spaceX× Y . Historically, besides the product topology,X× Y was given the
topology of ak-space via the functork to the category ofk-spaces. In this paper we invent
two new topologies onX × Y : the PC-productX ×PC Y which leads to a left adjoint to
the pointwise convergence topology, and the CO-productX ×CO Y which leads to a left
adjoint to the compact-open topology. The CO-product is interesting in the sense that, in
contrast to other products, it is not commutative. It is commutative in the class of compactly
generated spaces, in which case it coincides with the product in that category, i.e., it is equal
to k(X× Y).

Definitions 0.4. SupposeηXY : MorD(F (X),Y ) → MorC(X,G(Y )) is an adjugant. In
the general theory of adjoint functors (see [19,22]) one considers the induced natural
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transformationsε, δ: ε from the identity functor onC toG◦F , δ fromF ◦G to the identity
functor onD. ε is called theunit (or front adjunction) andδ is called the counit (orrear
adjunction). One obtains the morphismεX :X→ G(F(X)) by assumingY = F(X) and
definingεX = ηXY(idF(X)). Similarly, one obtains the morphismδY :F(G(Y ))→ Y by
assumingX =G(Y) and definingδY = η−1

XY(idG(Y)).

1. Covariant and contravariant topologies

Given a setX one can consider the set of all topologies onX. It is well known that one
can put a lattice structure on that set. We will find it convenient, instead, to put a category
structure on it.

Definition 1.1. Let T OP be the category whose morphisms are all continuous maps.
Given a setX let T OP(X) be the subcategory ofT OP whose morphisms are all maps
equal, as functions, to the identity function onX.

Thus, the objects ofT OP(X) are all possible topological spaces(X, τ) with underlying
set equal toX, andf : (X, τ1)→ (X, τ2) exists iff τ1⊃ τ2.

The following proposition is of much better use to us than the lattice structure on the set
of topologies onX:

Proposition 1.2. The categoryT OP(X) has products and coproducts.
(a) The product object of a family{(X, τs)}s∈S is (X, τ), where τ is the smallest

topology containing
⋃
s∈S τs . Thus,

⋃
s∈S τs is a sub-basis ofτ .

(b) The coproduct object of a family{(X, τs)}s∈S is (X, τ), whereτ =⋂s∈S τs . Thus,τ
is the largest topology contained in allτs , s ∈ S.

Proof. (a) Let
⋃
s∈S τs be a sub-basis ofτ . Clearly, the unique morphism ofT OP(X)

fs : (X, τ)→ (X, τs) exists for eachs ∈ S. If (X, τ ′) is an object such thatgs : (X, τ ′)→
(X, τs) exists for eachs ∈ S, then τ ′ ⊃ τs, s ∈ S. Hence,τ ′ ⊃ τ and the unique
f : (X, τ ′)→ (X, τ) exists so thatfs ◦ f = gs for s ∈ S.

(b) Let
⋂
s∈S τs = τ . Notice thatτ is a topology onX. Clearly, the unique morphism

of T OP(X) fs : (X, τs)→ (X, τ) exists for eachs ∈ S. If (X, τ ′) is an object such that
gs : (X, τs)→ (X, τ ′) exists for eachs ∈ S, thenτ ′ ⊂ τs , s ∈ S. Hence,τ ′ ⊂ τ and the
uniquef : (X, τ)→ (X, τ ′) exists so thatf ◦ fs = gs for s ∈ S. 2
Definition 1.3. The topologyτ onX is called thecovariant topologyinduced by a class
of functionsF = {f :Xf →X} if eachXf is a topological space andτ is the largest of all
topologies onX under which allf ∈F are continuous.

In view of Proposition 1.2 one has:

Proposition 1.4. The covariant topology induced byF exists and consists of all setsU
such thatf−1(U) is open for eachf ∈F .
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Proof. Consider all topologies onX under which allf ∈ F are continuous. This set
of topologies is non-empty as it contains the anti-discrete topology. The product (in
T OP(X)) of that set is the covariant topology induced byF . 2

The following three examples show that the notion of the covariant topology unifies
previously known concepts:

Example 1.5. A surjective functionf :X→ Y is a quotient map iff the topology onY is
the covariant topology induced by the single function{f }.

Example 1.6. Given a set{Xs}s∈S of topological spaces, the classical topology on the
disjoint union

∐
s∈S Xs is the covariant topology induced by inclusionsit :Xt→∐

s∈S Xs ,
t ∈ S.

Example 1.7. Given a simplicial complexK, the weak topology|K|w is the covariant
topology induced by all inclusionsi∆ : |∆|m→ |K|, where∆ is a simplex inK and|∆|m
is |∆| equipped with the standard metric topology.

One of the basic classes of topological spaces are Fréchet spaces (see [12, Section 1.6]).
We will show that Fréchet spaces can be introduced in a covariant manner:

Proposition 1.8. X is a Fréchet space iff its topology is the covariant topology induced by
a family of functions from{0} ∪ {1/n | n> 1} ⊂R.

Proof. Recall thatX is a Fréchet space if for anya ∈ cl(A) there is a sequencean ∈ A,
n > 1, converging toa. Let S = {0} ∪ {1/n | n > 1} ⊂ R. SupposeF = {f :S→ X} is a
family of functions andτ is the covariant topology induced byF . In order to show that
X is a Fréchet space assumea ∈ cl(A)− A. SinceB = cl(A) − {a} is not closed, there
is f ∈ F with f−1(B) not being closed inS. This can only happen if 0/∈ f−1(B) and
there is an increasing sequence{n(k)}k>1 with 1/n(k) ∈ f−1(B) for eachk. On the other
hand,f−1(cl(A)) is closed inS which is possible only iff (0)= a. Let ak = f (1/n(k))
for k > 1. Given a neighborhoodU of a in X, f−1(U) is open and contains 0. Thus
1/n(k) ∈ f−1(U) for all k large enough, which implies thatak ∈U for all k large enough.
Thus,X is a Fréchet space.

Conversely, ifX is a Fréchet space, then one can easily check that its topology is the
covariant topology induced byF = {f :S→X | f is continuous}. 2

The dual to the notion of the covariant topology is the contravariant topology:

Definition 1.9. The topologyτ onX is called thecontravariant topologyinduced by the
family of functionsF = {f :X→ Xf } if eachXf is a topological space andτ is the
smallest of all topologies onX under which allf ∈F are continuous.
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Notice that the contravariant topology exists and its sub-basis consists of all sets
f−1(U), whereU is open inXf for somef ∈F .

Example 1.10. If A is a subset of a topological spaceX, then the subspace topology onA
is the contravariant topology induced by the inclusioniA :A→X.

Proof. The subspace topology onA consists ofA∩U , whereU is open inX. Notice that
A∩U = i−1

A (U). 2
Example 1.11. An injective mapf :X → Y is a homeomorphic embedding iff the
topology onX is the contravariant topology induced by{f }.

Proof. f is a homeomorphic embedding iff it induces a homeomorphism betweenX and
f (X). Thus,U is open inX iff f (U) is open inf (X). By the previous example,f (U) is
open inf (X) iff there is an open setU ′ in X with f (U)= f (X)∩U ′. Sincef is injective,
f (U)= f (X) ∩U ′ iff U = f−1(U ′) which completes the proof.2
Example 1.12. The product topology on the Cartesian product

∏
s∈S Xs is the contravari-

ant topology induced by projections{πt :∏s∈S Xs→Xt }t∈S .

Proof. Since all projections are continuous when the product topologies are considered,
the contravariant topology induced by projections is contained in the product topology.
To prove that the product topology is contained in the contravariant topology induced by
projections it suffices to show that each element of a sub-basis of the product topology
belongs to the contravariant topology. As is well known, the standard sub-basis of the
product topology consists of sets

∏
s∈S Us such that there ist ∈ S with Us = Xs for

s 6= t andUt is open inXt . Since
∏
s∈S Us = π−1

t (Ut ), it must belong to the contravariant
topology. 2

The basic property of covariant topologies is:

Proposition 1.13. Suppose the topology ofX is the covariant topology induced by a family
of functions{fi :Xi → X}i∈J . Then, a functiong :X → Y is continuous iffg ◦ fi is
continuous for alli ∈ J .

Proof. Supposeg ◦ fi is continuous for alli ∈ J . Consider the contravariant topology
τg onX induced byg and notice that it consists of setsg−1(U), whereU is open inY .
Sincef−1

i (g−1(U))= (g ◦ fi)−1(U) is open inXi if U is open inY , we conclude thatτg
must be contained in the covariant topology induced by{fi :Xi→X}i∈J . Notice that this
statement is identical with the statement thatg is continuous. 2

Traditionally, locally compact spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and are defined as
spaces which admit an open cover with the closure of each element being compact (see [12,
Section 3.3]). It stems from the fact that compact spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff
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in [12]. In this paper we prefer more general definitions which allow any finite space to be
locally compact:

Definition 1.14. A spaceX is compactif any open cover ofX has a finite subcover.
A spaceX is locally compactif for any neighborhoodU of x0 ∈ X there is a compact
neighborhoodC of x0 in X so thatC ⊂U .

Notice that Kuratowski Theorem (see [12, 3.1.16]) stating thatX is compact iff the
projectionpY :X × Y → Y is closed for eachY is still valid under Definition 1.14. Also
notice that Whitehead Theorem (see [12, 3.3.17]) stating that ifZ is locally compact, then
f × idZ :X×Z→ Y ×Z is a quotient map for any quotient mapf :X→ Y , is still valid
under Definition 1.14 as the proof of it in [12] uses Kuratowski Theorem.

The basic result regarding covariant topologies is:

Theorem 1.15.Suppose the topology onX is the covariant topology induced by a class
of maps{fs :Xs → X}s∈S so thatX =⋃s∈S fs(Xs). If Z is locally compact, then the
covariant topology induced by{fs × idZ :Xs × Z→ X × Z}s∈S is the product topology
onX×Z, where eachXs ×Z is equipped with the product topology.

Proof. In the case ofS being a one-point set, Theorem 1.15 reduces to the well known
result of Whitehead stating that iff :X→ Y is a quotient map, then so isf × idZ , provided
Z is locally compact (see [12, Theorem 3.3.17]).

If S is not a one-point set, then consider all topologiesτ onX which are identical with
the contravariant topology induced by{fs} for somes ∈ S. These topologies form a set,
and their intersection is the covariant topology induced by all of{fs :Xs→X}s∈S . Thus,
there is a subsetT of S such that the topology onX is the covariant topology induced by
{fs :Xs→ X}s∈T , andX =⋃s∈T fs(Xs). Consider the disjoint union

∐
s∈T Xs with the

topology being the covariant topology induced by all inclusionsir :Xr→∐
s∈T Xs . Notice

that there is a quotient mapπ :
∐
s∈T Xs→X so thatπ |Xr = fr for eachr ∈ T . Therefore,

π × idZ is a quotient map which means that the product topology onX × Z is identical
with the covariant topologyτ1 induced by{fs × idZ :Xs × Z→ X × Z}s∈T . Notice that
the covariant topologyτ2 induced by{fs × idZ :Xs ×Z→X×Z}s∈S must be contained
in τ1. Also, since eachfs × idZ is continuous when product topologies are considered, we
infer that the product topology is contained inτ2. This proves that the product topology on
X×Z andτ2 are identical. 2

The basic property of contravariant topologies is:

Proposition 1.16. Suppose the topology ofX is the contravariant topology induced by a
family of functions{fi :X→Xi}i∈J . Then, a functiong :Y →X is continuous ifffi ◦ g is
continuous for eachi ∈ J .

Proof. To prove the continuity ofg it suffices to show thatg−1(U) is open inX for all U
belonging to a sub-basis ofX. Since the contravariant topology has setsf−1

i (V ), V open
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in Xi , as a sub-basis, andg−1(f−1
i (V ))= (fi ◦ g)−1(V ) is open inY if V is open inXi ,

g is continuous. 2

2. Basic concepts in topology from covariant/contravariant points of view

Let us assume that the following spaces are well understood:
(1) Anti-discrete spaces (spaces with the smallest topology possible).
(2) Discrete spaces (spaces with the largest topology possible), including the integersZ

and natural numbersN.
(3) S0 (the 0-dimensional sphere or the simplest discrete space which is not anti-

discrete).
(4) The unit intervalI with the standard topology.
(5) The real numbersR with the standard topology.Q⊂R are rationals.
It is well known that connected spacesX are precisely those, so that all mapsf :X→ S0

are constant. Thus, connectedness is a contravariant property. On the other hand, path
connectedness is a covariant property asX is path connected iff any mapf :S0→ X

extends overI . Let us analyze basic concepts of topology from those two points of view.
BeingT0 is a covariant property:

Proposition 2.1. X is T0 iff any mapf :A→ X from an anti-discrete spaceA to X is
constant.

Proof. The intrinsic definition ofT0 spaces is that for any two distinct points ofX there
is an open set containing only one of them. IfX is T0 andf :A→ X is a map, where
A is anti-discrete, thenf (A) is an anti-discrete subspace ofX. If f (A) contained two
distinct points, it would have a proper, non-empty open subset contrary to anti-discreteness
of f (A).

Suppose every mapf :A→X is constant ifA is anti-discrete. Givenx,y ∈X, x 6= y,
the inclusioni : {x,y} → X is not constant. Therefore,{x,y} is not an anti-discrete
subspace ofX. Thus, there is an open subsetU of X containing only one ofx,y. 2

Anti-discrete spaces are the simplest topological spaces and Proposition 2.1 means that
T0 spaces are precisely those which cannot be detected by the lowest level of intelligence
in topology.

If one mapsS0 toX, then all functions are continuous. The only question remaining is
which of them are homeomorphic embeddings:

Proposition 2.2. X is T1 iff any non-constant mapf :S0 → X is a homeomorphic
embedding.

Proof. The intrinsic definition ofT1 spaces is that all one-point subspaces are closed.
Therefore, all two-point subspaces are discrete, and any non-constant mapf :S0→ X

induces a homeomorphism ofS0 andf (S0).
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Suppose any mapf :S0→ X is a homeomorphic embedding. Supposex0 ∈ X is a
point such that{x0} is not closed. Thus, there isx1 ∈ cl(x0)− {x0}. Consider a bijection
f :S0→ {x0, x1}. Obviously,f is continuous and it cannot be a homeomorphism. This
contradiction proves thatX is T1. 2

Thus,T1 spaces are detected in a covariant manner.
Let us show that the remaining separation properties are all of contravariant nature.

Proposition 2.3. SupposeX is T1. Then,X is T2 (Hausdorff) iff S0 is an absolute
neighborhood extensor ofX with respect to finite subspaces.

Proof. First, let us recall the notion of absolute neighborhood extensor for pairs of
topological spaces:

Definition 2.4. A topological pair(Y,B) is anabsolute neighborhood extensorof (X,A)
(notation:(Y,B) ∈ ANE(X,A)) if every mapf :A→ B extends toF :U → Y for some
neighborhoodU of A in X.

A topological pair (Y,B) is an absolute extensorof (X,A) (notation: (Y,B) ∈
AE(X,A)) if every mapf :A→B extends to a mapF :X→ Y .
Y ∈ ANE(X,A) (respectively,Y ∈ AE(X,A)) means that(Y,Y ) ∈ ANE(X,A) (respec-

tively, (Y,Y ) ∈ AE(X,A)).
Y ∈ ANE(X) (respectively,Y ∈ AE(X)) means that(Y,Y ) ∈ ANE(X,A) (respectively,

(Y,Y ) ∈ AE(X,A)) for all closed subsetsA of X.

Notice thatX ∈AE(I, S0) iff X is path connected.
Being an absolute extensor corresponds to the notion of being aninjective modulein

algebra.
SupposeX is Hausdorff. IfA is a finite subset ofX andf :A→ S0 is a map, then we

can find a neighborhoodUa of eacha ∈A such thatUa ∩Ub = ∅ for all a,b ∈A, a 6= b.
Let U =⋃a∈AUa , and letF :U→ S0 be defined byF(x)= f (a) if x ∈ Ua . Notice that
F is a continuous extension off .

SupposeX has the property thatS0 ∈ ANE(X,A) for all finite subsets ofA of X.
Supposex,y ∈ X and x 6= y. Take a bijectionf : {x,y} → S0. SinceX is T1, f is
continuous, and there is an extensionF :U→ S0 of f for some neighborhoodU of {x,y}.
Let V = F−1(f (x)) andW = F−1(f (y)). Then,x ∈ V , y ∈W , andV ∩W = ∅. 2

Similarly to Proposition 2.3 one can see that regularity is a contravariant property among
T0 spaces.

Proposition 2.5. SupposeX is T0. Then,X is T31
2

(Tychonoff) iff the topology ofX is the
contravariant topology induced by a family of maps

{fs :X→ I }s∈S.
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Proof. SupposeX is Tychonoff. The intrinsic definition of Tychonoff spaces is that they
areT1 and each point ofX has a basis consisting of cozero-sets, i.e., sets of the form
f−1(0,1] for some mapf :X→ I . That means the contravariant topology induced by the
set of all maps fromX to I coincides with the current topology ofX.

Suppose the topology ofX is the contravariant topology induced by a family of maps
{fs :X→ I }s∈S . Given two distinct pointsx andy in X there iss ∈ S with fs(x) 6= fs(y)
(otherwise considerA to be{x,y} with the discrete topology, and the inclusioni :A→X

would be continuous asfs ◦ i is continuous for eachs ∈ S—see Proposition 1.16), which
implies that{x,y} is homeomorphic toS0. Thus,X is T1. Supposex ∈ X andU is a
neighborhood ofx in X. Since the contravariant topology has sub-basis consisting of all
setsf−1

s (V ), whereV is open inI ands ∈ S, there is a finite set{s1, . . . , sk} in S such that
x ∈⋂k

i=1f
−1
si
(Vi)⊂ U for some open setsVi, 16 i 6 k, of I . For eachi choose a map

gi : I→ I so thatVi = g−1
i (0,1] and definehi = gi ◦ fsi . Notice that the averageh of all

hi has the property thatx ∈ h−1(0,1] ⊂U which proves thatX is Tychonoff. 2
One can easily generalize the proof of Proposition 2.3 and deduce the following two

results:

Proposition 2.6. SupposeX is T1. Then, X is T4 (normal) iff S0 is an absolute
neighborhood extensor ofX.

Proposition 2.7. SupposeX is T1. Then,X is collectionwise normal iff all discrete spaces
D are absolute neighborhood extensors ofX.

The purest contravariant approximation of compactness is pseudo-compactness (see [12,
3.10]):
X is calledpseudo-compactif any mapf :X→R fromX to reals is bounded.
The following result summarizes well known characterizations of Hausdorff compact

spaces in terms which are contravariant in spirit:

Theorem 2.8. SupposeX is Hausdorff. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) X is compact,
(2) X is regular and any mapf :X→ Y fromX to a Hausdorff space is closed,
(3) X is regular andf (X) is closed inY for any mapf fromX to a Hausdorff spaceY ,
(4) X is regular andf is a homeomorphic embedding for any injective mapf fromX

to a Hausdorff spaceY .

Proof. Before proceeding with the proof of Proposition 2.8 let us notice that condi-
tions (2)–(4) can be viewed is duals to one of the following characterizations ofT1 spaces
(see Proposition 2.2):

(a) any mapf :S0→ Z is closed,
(b) f (S0) is closed for any mapf from S0 toZ,
(c) f is a homeomorphic embedding for any injective mapf from S0 toZ.
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Also notice that if one drops the assumption of regularity in either (3) or (4), then one
gets larger classes than compact Hausdorff spaces. Indeed, Alexandroff and Urysohn [1]
introduced the concept of beingH -closed:

(i) SupposeX is a Hausdorff space.X is calledH -closed if for any injective map
f :X→ Y fromX to a Hausdorff spaceY , f (X) is closed inY .

Katětov [21] proved that images ofH -closed spaces areH -closed. This means thatH -
closed spaces satisfy condition (3) of Theorem 2.8 if regularity is disregarded.

Similarly, Parchomienko [25] and Katětov [21] introduced the concept of beingH -
minimal:

(ii) SupposeX is a Hausdorff space.X is calledH -minimal if any injective map
f :X→ Y fromX to a Hausdorff spaceY is a homeomorphic embedding.

Theorem 2.8 can be deduced from results in [1,21,25,27]. However, since those papers
are rather old, we will provide a direct proof of Theorem 2.8 for the convenience of the
reader.

Notice that (1)⇒ (2), (3), (4) are well known (see [12, 3.1.12–3.1.13]).
(2)⇒ (3) is obvious.
(3)⇒ (1) Suppose{Us}s∈S is an open cover ofX. SinceX is regular, it suffices to

show that{cl(Us)}s∈S has a finite subcover. Choose∞ /∈ X and create a topology on
Y =X∪{∞} so thatX is open inY and{∞}∪(X−⋃s∈F cl(Us)),F being finite inS, form
a basis of neighborhoods of∞. Notice thatY is Hausdorff. Indeed, ifx0 ∈ Ut for some
t ∈ S, thenUt ∩ ({∞} ∪ (X− cl(Ut )))= ∅. Thus,x0 and∞ have disjoint neighborhoods.
Clearly, any pair of different points ofX have disjoint neighborhoods inY . Also notice that
Y can be made regular if our original cover{Us}s∈S is enlarged so that it has the following
property: ifx ∈Us , then there ist ∈ S with x ∈Ut ⊂ clX(Ut)⊂Us .

SinceX is closed inY , then∅ =X −⋃s∈F cl(Us) for some finite subsetF of S, and
we are done.

(4)⇒ (1) Begin as in the proof of (3)⇒ (1). As above,Y is Hausdorff. Pick anyx0 ∈X
and consider the quotient spaceZ obtained fromY by identifyingx0 and∞. Notice thatZ
is Hausdorff. Letq :Y → Z be the quotient map and leti :X→ Y be the inclusion. Since
f = i ◦ q is bijective, it must be a homeomorphism. Hence,f (Ut), wherex0 ∈Ut , is open
in Z. Now,q−1(f (Ut))=Ut ∪ {∞} is open and there is a finite setF ⊂ S with

X−
⋃
s∈F

cl(Us)⊂Ut .

Notice that{cl(Us)}s∈G,G= F ∪ {t}, coversX. 2
It is interesting to note that Stone [27] and Katětov [21] characterized compact Hausdorff

spaces as those Hausdorff spaces with all closed subsets beingH -closed.
The following well known result of Tamano (see [12, Theorem 5.1.38]) can be

interpreted that paracompactness is a contravariant property:

Theorem 2.9 (Tamano).X ∈ T2 is paracompact iffX × C is normal for all compact
Hausdorff spacesC.
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The following metrizability criterion proved by the author in [8] means that metrizability
is a contravariant property:

Theorem 2.10.X ∈ T0 is metrizable iff the topology ofX is the contravariant topology
induced by a set of maps{fs :X→ I }s∈S such that∑

s∈S
fs = 1.

Theorem 2.10 was improved in [8] as follows:

Theorem 2.11.X ∈ T0 is metrizable iff there is a set of maps{fs :X→ I }s∈S such that∑
s∈S

fs = 1 and
{
f−1
s (0,1]}

s∈S

is a basis ofX.

Theorem 2.11 implies the well known metrizability criteria, Kuratowski–Wojdysławski
Theorem, and Arens–Eells Theorem (see [8]).

Completeness in the sense ofČech is a covariant property:

Proposition 2.12. SupposeX is a Tychonoff space. Then,X is complete in the sense of
Čech iff any mapf :A→ X from a subsetA of a Tychonoff spaceY extends over aGδ
subset ofY .

Proof. Use [12, Theorem 3.9.1].2
Being of covering dimensionn is a contravariant property (see [13,20]):

Theorem 2.13 (Hurewicz–Wallman). dim(X)6 n iff Sn ∈ AE(X).

Theorem 2.13 explains why the covering dimension is the most widely used of all
theories of dimension.

In [8] the author proved the following generalization of Tietze–Urysohn Theorem and
Urysohn Lemma:

Theorem 2.14.SupposeY 6= {point} is a Hausdorff space. Then, the following conditions
are equivalent:

(1) Cone(Y ) ∈ AE(X),
(2) (Cone(Y ),Y ) ∈AE(X),
(3) Y ∈ANE(X).

Traditionally, theCone(Y ) of Y is understood as the quotient spaceY × I/Y × {0}.
That would mean that the topology of the cone is introduced in a covariant manner. If one
wants to map spaces to the cone, then as seen in Proposition 1.13, it is better to introduce a
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topology on the cone in a contravariant manner. Notice that there are two natural functions:
the projectionpI : Cone(X)→ I and the projectionpX : Cone(X)− pt→ X. These two
functions define a contravariant topology on the coneCone(Y ) which is equivalent to the
one introduced in [8]. Thus, for general spacesY , one has two kinds of cones: the covariant
cone and the contravariant cone. In the case of a metric spaceY , the covariant cone may not
be metrizable but the contravariant cone is metrizable (use Theorem 2.10). Theorem 2.14
deals with contravariant cones.

In homotopy theory (see [22,29]), of fundamental importance is the notion of ak-space
(also known as a compactly generated space or a Kelly space). It is usually assumed that
k-spaces are Hausdorff and their defining property is thatA is closed inX iff A ∩ C is
closed inC for every compact subsetC of X. Let us extend the definition of ak-space to
all topological spaces (i.e., not necessarily Hausdorff). Our definition is of covariant nature.
First, let us define a functor on the categoryT OP of all topological spaces:

Definition 2.15. Given a spaceX consider the classF = {f :Cf →X} of all maps from
locally compact spaces toX. X equipped with the covariant topology induced byF is
denoted bykX.

If Top is a topology onX, then the resulting topology onkX is denoted bykTop.

Notice thatidX : kX→X is continuous.

Definition 2.16. X is called ak-space(or acompactly generated spaceor aKelly space)
if idX : kX→X is a homeomorphism.

Here is a useful characterization ofk-spaces which implies that our definition coincides
with the classical one:

Proposition 2.17.X is a k-space iff the topology ofX is the covariant topology induced
by a class of functions

{fs :Cs→X}s∈S
from locally compact spaces toX.

Proof. If X is a k-space, then its topology is induced by a class of maps from locally
compact spaces toX (it follows directly from the definition). Suppose the topology ofX
is the covariant topology induced by a class of functions{fs :Cs → X}s∈S from locally
compact spaces toX. In particular, eachfs is continuous which means that the topology
onX induced by all maps from locally compact spaces toX must coincide with the current
topology onX. 2

The philosophical meaning of Proposition 2.17 is thatk-spaces coincide with those
spaces whose topological properties are detectable by maps from locally compact spaces.
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Corollary 2.18. Locally compact spaces arek-spaces. A Hausdorff spaceX is a k-space
iff the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is closed inX,
(2) A∩C is closed inC for each compact subsetC ofX.

Proof. If X is locally compact, thenidX :X → X induces the topology onX. Use
Proposition 2.17 forS consisting of one point.

Notice that (2)⇒ (1) means that the family of inclusionsiC :C→X,C being a compact
subset inX, induces the current topology onX. By Proposition 2.17,X is a k-space as
Hausdorff compact spaces are locally compact.2

Here is the fundamental property of the functork :T OP→ k T OP to the category of
all k-spaces:

Proposition 2.19. f = idX : kX→ X is universal in the following sense: for any map
g :Z → X from a k-spaceZ there is a unique maph :Z → kX with g = f ◦ h. In
particular, k :T OP → k T OP is a right adjoint to the inclusion functori : k T OP →
T OP .

Proof. The first part amounts to proving thatg :Z→ kX is continuous ifg :Z→ X is
continuous andZ is a k-space. First, notice that it is so ifZ is locally compact by the
definition of kX. Second, to prove thatg :Z→ kX is continuous we need, in view of
Theorem 1.13, to show that for any mapr :C→ Z, C being locally compact,g ◦ r is
continuous. Thus, the general case is reduced to the case ofZ being locally compact.

The first part of Proposition 2.19 means that assigningg :Z→ kX to g : i(Z)→X is a
bijection. This clearly establishes a natural equivalence ofMap(Z, kX) andMap(i(Z),X)
for all spacesX and all k-spacesZ. Thus,k is a right adjoint to the inclusion functor
i : k T OP→ T OP . 2

The following result is well known in the case of Hausdorff spaces (see [12,
Theorem 3.3.27]). To us it underscores the importance of Theorem 1.15:

Corollary 2.20. If X is a k-space andY is locally compact, thenX× Y is a k-space.

Proof. Suppose the topology ofX is the covariant topology induced by a class of
functions{fs :Cs → X}s∈S from locally compact spaces toX. By Theorem 1.15, the
product topology onX × Y is the covariant topology induced by the class of functions
{fs :Cs × Y → X × Y }s∈S from locally compact spaces toX. Since the product of two
locally compact spaces is locally compact, Proposition 2.17 implies thatX × Y is a k-
space. 2

In analogy tok-spaces one can introduce a new functor onT OP which will be useful
in investigating of the pointwise convergence topology:
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Definition 2.21. Given a spaceX consider the classF = {f :Cf →X} of all maps from
finite topological spaces toX. X equipped with the covariant topology induced byF is
denoted byfX.

Notice that idX :fX → X is continuous andidX :fX → kX is continuous by
Propositions 2.17 and 2.19.

The following proposition can be easily proved by following the proof of Corollary 2.18:

Proposition 2.22. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A is closed infX,
(2) A∩ F is closed inF for each finite subsetF ofX.

3. Function spaces

Understanding the variety of topologies on function spaces, and understanding the
origins of the compact-open topology has been one of the biggest problems in basic
topology this author has encountered. The purpose of this section is to show how the
covariant/contravariant approaches help in this task.

Suppose one would like to give a contravariant topology to the spaceMap(X,Y ) of
all continuous maps fromX to Y . The question arises: Are there any natural functions
Map(X,Y )→ Z? As far as the author knows, the only natural functions fromMap(X,Y )
to known spaces are evaluations at a point ofX:

Definition 3.1. Givenx ∈X one definesex : Map(X,Y )→ Y by ex(f )= f (x).

Proposition 3.2. SupposeX and Y are topological spaces. Then, the contravariant
topology on Map(X,Y ) induced by{ex}x∈X coincides with the pointwise convergence
topology on Map(X,Y ).

Proof. The intrinsic definition of the pointwise convergence topology is that its sub-basis
consists of all setsP(x,U)= {f ∈Map(X,Y ) | f (x) ∈U}, wherex ∈X andU is an open
subset ofY . Notice thatP(x,U)= e−1

x (U), which proves Proposition 3.2.2
Let us turn our attention to covariant topologies onMap(X,Y ).
Let S = {0} ∪ {1/n | n> 1} ⊂ R. If Y has a metric, then one has a concept of uniform

convergence of a sequence of functions. The uniform convergence topology onMap(X,Y )
has sets

U(g, ε)=
(
h ∈Map(X,Y )

∣∣ sup
x∈X

ρ
(
g(x),h(x)

)
< ε

)
as a basis. Notice that one can define a functionµ : Map(X,Y )×Map(X,Y )→ R ∪ {∞}
byµ(f,g)= supx∈X ρ(g(x),h(x)). This function leads to a metric

d(f,g)= µ(f,g)

1+µ(f,g)
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(d(f,g)= 1 if µ(f,g)=∞) which induces the same topology as the uniform convergence
topology. As in Proposition 1.8 (metric spaces are Fréchet spaces) one gets the following:

Proposition 3.3. SupposeY has a metricρ and consider all the functions{
fs : {0} ∪ {1/n | n> 1}→Map(X,Y )

}
s∈S

such thatfs(1/n) converges uniformly tofs(0) for each s ∈ S. Then, the covariant
topology on Map(X,Y ) induced by{fs}s∈S coincides with the uniform convergence
topology on Map(X,Y ).

Now, supposeY has no metric. Are there any natural functionsf :Z→ Map(X,Y )?
The practice in topology (especially in homotopy theory) is to switch immediately to the
functionadjX(f ) :Z×X→ Y (see Definition 0.2). Thus, one may viewf to be natural if
adjX(f ) is continuous. This leads to the following definition:

Definition 3.4. Consider the class of all functions{fi :Si → Map(X,Y )}i∈J such that
adjX(fi) :Si × X→ Y is continuous for eachi ∈ J , whereSi × X is considered with
the product topology. The covariant topology onMap(X,Y ) induced by {fi :Si →
Map(X,Y )}i∈J is called thebasic covariant topologyand the resulting topological space
is denoted byMapCov(X,Y ).

Basic covariant topology was considered in [3] (under the name of the greatest proper
topology) only in the context of comparison to the compact-open topology. Namely, it was
shown there that there exists a Tychonoff spaceX such thatMap(X, I) considered with the
compact-open topology is not identical withMap(X, I) equipped with the basic covariant
topology (see [3, Theorem 5.3]).

Notice that for anyTop⊂ Cov the functionadjY mapsMap(X × Y,Z) to Map(X,
MapTop(Y,Z)). The natural way to proceed is to analyze ifadjY : Map(X × Y,Z)→
Map(X,MapTop(Y,Z)) is a natural equivalence ifY is being fixed. This amounts to
analyzing ifG(Z) =MapTop(Y,Z) is a right adjoint toF(X) = X × Y with adjY being
an adjugant (see Definition 0.4). As explained in Section 0 (see Definition 0.4), the crucial
cases areX = MapTop(Y,Z) andZ = X × Z. If X = MapTop(Y,Z), then one needs to
consider the function(adjY )−1(idX)= adjZ(idX) which is simply the evaluation function
eval: Map(Y,Z) × Y → Z (see Definition 0.2). If one wantsadjY to be a bijection, then
evalneeds to be continuous. The converse also holds:

Proposition 3.5. Let Top⊂ Cov be a topology on Map(Y,Z). If eval: MapTop(Y,Z) ×
Y →Z is continuous, then

adjY : Map(X× Y,Z)→Map
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)
is a bijection.

Proof. It suffices to prove thatadjY is onto. Supposef :X→MapTop(Y,Z) is continuous.
Notice thatadjY (f )= eval◦ (f × idY ) is continuous. 2
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Thus, one needs to consider the question of continuity of the evaluation function. The
beauty of covariant topologies is that Theorem 1.15 has an immediate partial answer:

Corollary 3.6. eval|MapCov(X,Y ) × K is continuous ifK is a locally compact subset
of X. If X is locally compact, thenf :S→ MapCov(X,Y ) is continuous if and only if
adjX(f ) :S ×X→ Y is continuous.

Proof. Let {fi :Si→Map(X,Y )}i∈J be the class of all functions such thatadjX(fi) :Si×
X → Y is continuous for eachi ∈ J . By Theorem 1.15, the product topology on
MapCov(X,Y )×K coincides with the covariant topology induced by{

fi × idK :Si ×K→Map(X,Y )×K}
i∈J .

According to Proposition 1.13,eval|MapCov(X,Y )×K is continuous iffeval◦ (fi × idK)
is continuous for eachi ∈ J . Sinceeval◦ (fi× idK)= adjX(fi)|Si×K, it is continuous for
all locally compact subsetsK of X which proves the first part of Corollary 3.6. Notice that
adjX(f )= eval◦ (f × idX). If X is locally compact, theneval: MapCov(X,Y )×X→ Y

is continuous which implies thatadjX(f ) is continuous. 2
Corollary 3.6 was deduced with the help of Theorem 1.15 which, as can be seen from its

proof, is equivalent to the Whitehead Theorem (the special case of Theorem 1.15 whereS

consists of one point). Observe that Corollary 3.6 implies the Whitehead Theorem. Indeed,
if f :X→ Y is a surjective quotient map andZ is locally compact, then in order to show
that f × idZ is a quotient map we need to prove that for any functiong :Y × Z→ T ,
the continuity ofg ◦ (f × idZ) implies the continuity ofg. Now, adjZ(g ◦ (f × idZ)) =
adjZ(g)◦f is continuous which implies thatadjZ(g) is continuous asf is a quotient map.
By Corollary 3.6,g is continuous.

We are ready to improve Proposition 3.5:

Proposition 3.7.

adjY : MapCov(X× Y,Z)→MapCov
(
X,MapCov(Y,Z)

)
is continuous and is a homeomorphism ifY is locally compact.

Proof. We need to prove continuity ofadjY . It suffices, in view of Proposition 1.13,
to show that iff :S → Map(X × Y,Z) is such thatadjX×Y (f ) :S × X × Y → Z is
continuous, thenadjY ◦ f :S → MapCov(X,MapCov(Y,Z)) is continuous. This will be
guaranteed ifadjX(adjY ◦ f ) :S × X→ MapCov(Y,Z) is continuous, which, in turn, is
guaranteed to be continuous ifadjY (adjX(adjY ◦ f )) :S × X × Y → Z is continuous.
Clearly, the last function equalsadjX×Y (f ) which was assumed to be continuous.

Now, assumeY is locally compact. To prove the existence and continuity of the inverse
of adjY it suffices to show that if

f :S→MapCov
(
X,MapCov(Y,Z)

)
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is such thatadjX(f ) :S × X → MapCov(Y,Z) is continuous, then there is continuous
g :S→MapCov(X×Y,Z)with adjY (g)= f . Indeed,S being one-point space corresponds
to adjY being surjective, and the general case ofS proves, in view of Proposition 1.13,
that (adjY )−1 is continuous. SinceY is locally compact, Corollary 3.6 implies that
adjY (adjX(f )) :S ×X× Y →Z is continuous. This, in turn, means that

g = adjX×Y
(
adjY

(
adjX(f )

))
:S→MapCov(X× Y,Z)

is continuous which completes the proof.2
Let us show that the basic covariant topology preserves certain separability properties:

Proposition 3.8. If Y ∈ Ti for somei ∈ {0,1,2}, then MapCov(X,Y ) ∈ Ti .

Proof. SupposeY is T0, A is anti-discrete, andf :A→ MapCov(X,Y ) is a map. By
Corollary 3.6,adjX(f )|A×{x} is continuous for eachx ∈X. SinceY is T0, adjX(f )|A×
{x} is constant for eachx ∈ X which means thatf is constant. By Proposition 2.1,
MapCov(X,Y ) is T0.

SupposeY is T1 andf :S0→MapCov(X,Y ) is not constant. There isx ∈X such that
f (0)(x) 6= f (1)(x). Let S = f (S0) and leti :S→MapCov(X,Y ) be the inclusion. Since
adjX(i)|S×{x} is continuous (see Corollary 3.6), it establishes a homeomorphism between
S and{f (0)(x), f (1)(x)}. SinceY is T1, {f (0)(x), f (1)(x)} is discrete, and that meansS
is discrete. By Proposition 2.2,MapCov(X,Y ) is T1.

SupposeY is Hausdorff andf , g are two different elements ofMap(X,Y ). There
is x ∈ X with f (x) 6= g(x), and, by Corollary 3.6,α = eval|MapCov(X,Y ) × {x} is
continuous. Choose two disjoint neighborhoods ofU of f (x) andV of g(x). Notice that
α−1(U) andα−1(V ) when projected ontoMapCov(X,Y ) give two disjoint neighborhoods
of f andg. 2
Problem 3.9. SupposeY is regular (respectively, Tychonoff). IsMapCov(X,Y ) regular
(respectively, Tychonoff)?

Our next two results show that the basic covariant topology possesses similar properties
to those of compact-open topology:

Proposition 3.10. MapCov(X,Y ) is a contravariant functor from the point of view ofX (if
Y is fixed), and is a covariant functor from the point of view ofY (if X is fixed).

Proof. SupposeY is fixed andf :X→ Z is a map. Then, one has a natural function
f ∗ : MapCov(Z,Y ) → MapCov(X,Y ) (f ∗(g) = g ◦ f ) which we would like to be
continuous. According to Proposition 1.13, to prove continuity off ∗ one needs to show
that if g :S→Map(Z,Y ) is such thatadjZ(g) is continuous, thenf ∗ ◦ g is continuous.
Notice thatadjZ(f

∗ ◦ g)= adjZ(g) ◦ (idS × g) is continuous which implies the continuity
of f ∗ ◦ g. Also notice that iff :X→ Z andg :Z→ T , then(g ◦ f )∗ = f ∗ ◦ g∗ which
completes the proof ofMapCov(X,Y ) being a functor ifY is fixed.
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SupposeX is fixed. If f :Y → Z is a map, then one has a natural function
f∗ : MapCov(X,Y ) → MapCov(X,Z) (f∗(g) = f ◦ g) which we need to prove to be
continuous. According to Proposition 1.13, to prove continuity off∗ one needs to show
that if g :S→MapCov(X,Y ) is such thatadjX(g) is continuous, thenf∗ ◦ g is continuous.
Notice thatadjX(f∗ ◦g)= f ◦adjX(g) is continuous which implies the continuity off∗ ◦g.
Also notice that iff :Y → Z andg :Z→ T , then(g ◦ f )∗ = g∗ ◦ f∗ which completes the
proof of MapCov(X,Y ) being a functor ifX is fixed. 2
Proposition 3.11. If X is homotopy equivalent toZ, then MapCov(X,Y ) is homotopy
equivalent to MapCov(Z,Y ). If Y is homotopy equivalent toZ, then MapCov(X,Y ) is
homotopy equivalent to MapCov(X,Z).

Proof. First notice that iff :X → X is homotopic to the identityidX, then f ∗ is
homotopic to the identity. Indeed, letH :X × I →X be a map such thatH(x,0)= f (x)
and H(x,1) = x for eachx ∈ X. DefineG : MapCov(X,Y ) × I → MapCov(X,Y ) as
follows:

G(α, t)(x)= α(H(x, t)) if α ∈MapCov(X,Y ), x ∈X, andt ∈ I.
Notice thatG(α,0)= f ∗(α) andG(α,1)= α for eachα ∈MapCov(X,Y ). Thus, it suffices
to show thatG is continuous. In view of Theorem 1.15 we need to show that given
β :S→MapCov(X,Y ) with adjX(β) continuous, thenG ◦ (β × idI ) is continuous. Now,

adjX
(
G ◦ (β × idI )

)
(s, t, x)=G(β(s), t)(x)= β(s)(H(x, t))

for each(s, t, x) ∈ S × I ×X
which means thatadjX(G ◦ (β × idI )) is the composition ofF :S × I × X → S ×
X, F(s, t, x) = (s,H(x, t)), and adjX(β) :S × X → Y . Thus,adjX(G ◦ (β × idI )) is
continuous, andG ◦ (β × idI ) is continuous.

If f :X→ Z andg :Z→X are two maps such thatf ◦ g is homotopic toidZ andg ◦f
is homotopic toidX, theng∗ ◦f ∗ = (f ◦g)∗ is homotopic to the identity onMapCov(Z,Y )

andf ∗ ◦ g∗ = (g ◦ f )∗ is homotopic to the identity onMapCov(X,Y ) which proves the
first part of Proposition 3.11.

Notice that iff :Y → Y is homotopic to the identityidY , thenf∗ is homotopic to the
identity. Indeed, letH :Y × I → Y be a map such thatH(y,0)= f (y) andH(y,1)= y
for eachy ∈ Y . DefineG : MapCov(X,Y )× I→MapCov(X,Y ) as follows:

G(α, t)(x)=H (α(x), t) if α ∈Map(X,Y ), x ∈X, andt ∈ I.
Notice thatG(α,0) = f∗(α) andG(α,1) = α for eachα ∈ Map(X,Y ). Thus, it suffices
to show thatG is continuous. In view of Theorem 1.15 we need to show that given
β :S→MapCov(X,Y ) with adjX(β) continuous, thenG ◦ (β × idI ) is continuous. Now,

adjX
(
G ◦ (β × idI )

)
(s, t, x)=G(β(s), t)(x)=H (β(s)(x), t)

for each(s, t, x) ∈ S × I ×X
which means thatadjX(G ◦ (β × idI )) is the composition ofadjX(β)× idI :S×X× I→
Y × I andH . Thus,adjX(G ◦ (β × idI )) is continuous, andG ◦ (β × idI ) is continuous.
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If f :Y →Z andg :Z→ y are two maps such thatf ◦ g is homotopic toidZ andg ◦ f
is homotopic toidY , theng∗ ◦f∗ = (g ◦f )∗ is homotopic to the identity onMapCov(X,Y )

andf∗ ◦ g∗ = (f ◦ g)∗ is homotopic to the identity onMapCov(X,Z) which proves the
second part of Proposition 3.11.2

4. Compact-open and pointwise convergence topologies

The idea of the functork :T OP→ k T OP is that topological spaces are investigated by
mappings from locally compact spaces (see Definition 2.15). Similarly, one can investigate
topological spaces by maps from finite topological spaces (see Definition 2.21). This leads
to two additional topologies on function spaces:

Definition 4.1. Consider the class of all maps{fi :Ci → X}i∈J from locally compact
spaces toX. Map(X,Y ) equipped with the contravariant topology induced by{

f ∗i : Map(X,Y )→MapCov(Ci, Y )
}
i∈J

is denoted byMapCO(X,Y ).
Consider the class of all maps{fi :Fi → X}i∈J from finite topological spaces toX.

Map(X,Y ) equipped with the contravariant topology induced by{
f ∗i : Map(X,Y )→MapCov(Fi, Y )

}
i∈J

is denoted byMapPC(X,Y ).

Notice thatPC⊂CO⊂Cov. Obviously, bothMapCO(X,Y ) andMapPC(X,Y ) define a
bifunctor asMapCov(X,Y ) defines a bifunctor (see Proposition 3.10).

Proposition 4.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) g :S→MapPC(X,Y ) is continuous,
(2) adjX(g)|S ×F is continuous for each finite subspaceF ofX.

Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Supposeg :S→MapPC(X,Y ) is continuous andF is a finite subspace
of X. By Corollary 3.6,eval: MapCov(F,Y )×F → Y is continuous. Leti :F →X be the
inclusion. Notice thatadjX(g)|S×F = eval◦ (i∗(g)× idF ) is continuous ifg andevalare
continuous.

(2) ⇒ (1) Supposeg :S → MapPC(X,Y ) is a function such thatadjX(g)|S × F
is continuous for each finite subspaceF of X. To show continuity ofg we need to
prove that for any maph :K → X from a finite topological spaceK, the function
h∗(g) :S→MapCov(K,Y ) is continuous. By Corollary 3.6 this amounts to continuity of
adjK(h

∗(g)) :S×K→ Y . The last function is the composition ofS ×K→ S × h(K)→
Y , where the first function isidS × h and the second function isadjX(g)|S × h(K). Since
both functions are continuous, so is their composition.2
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Let us show thatMapPC(X,Y ) is the classical pointwise convergence topology:

Proposition 4.3. The following topological spaces are identical:
(a) Map(X,Y ) equipped with the pointwise convergence topology,
(b) Map(X,Y ) equipped with the covariant topology induced by the class of all

functions{fi :Si → Map(X,Y )}i∈J such that adjX(fi)|Si × F is continuous for
eachi ∈ J and for each finite subsetF ofX,

(c) MapPC(X,Y ).

Proof. The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from Proposition 4.2. LetTopbe the point-
wise convergence topology onMap(X,Y ). To show the continuity ofid : MapPC(X,Y )→
MapTop(X,Y ) it suffices to show, in view of Propositions 1.16 and 3.2, that for anyx ∈X
the functionex : MapPC(X,Y )→ Y (see Definition 3.1) is continuous. This follows from
Proposition 4.2 asex is the composition of the natural homeomorphismMapPC(X,Y )→
MapPC(X,Y )× {x} and the evaluationeval|MapPC(X,Y )× {x}.

To show continuity ofid : MapTop(X,Y )→MapPC(X,Y ) we need to prove that

adjX(id)= eval|MapTop(X,Y )× F
is continuous for each finite subsetF of X (see Proposition 4.2). SupposeU is open inY ,
x0 ∈ F , andf (x0) ∈ U for somef ∈Map(X,Y ). The setV = (f |F)−1(U) is finite and
is open inF . Let W =⋂x∈V P(x,U). SinceV is finite, W is open inMapTop(X,Y ),
f ∈ W , x0 ∈ V , and eval(W × V ) ⊂ U which proves thateval|MapTop(X,Y ) × F is
continuous. 2

Our next observation is that all three topologiesCov, CO, andPC have the same finite
subspaces:

Proposition 4.4. Let F be a finite topological space. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) g :F →MapCov(X,Y ) is continuous,
(2) g :F →MapCO(X,Y ) is continuous,
(3) g :F →MapPC(X,Y ) is continuous,
(4) adjX(g) :F ×X→ Y is continuous.

Proof. Let adjX(g)= h. SincePC⊂ CO⊂ Cov, then (1)⇒ (2)⇒ (3). Also, (4)⇒ (1)
by the definition of the basic covariant topology (see Definition 3.4). Thus, it suffices to
show that (3)⇒ (4). SupposeU is open inY andg(a)(x) ∈ U for some(a, x) ∈ F ×X.
By Proposition 4.2,h= adjX(g)|F × {x} is continuous. In particular, the setV = {b ∈ F |
g(b)(x) ∈ U} is open inF . LetW =⋂b∈V g(b)−1(U). Notice thatW is open inX asV
is finite andadjX(g)(V ×W)⊂U . Thus,adjX(g) :F ×X→ Y is continuous. 2

We are ready to construct a left adjoint to the functorG(Z)=MapPC(Y,Z) (Y is fixed):

Definition 4.5. Given two topological spacesX andY their PC-productX ×PC Y is the
setX × Y equipped with the covariant topology induced by the family of all inclusions
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{ij :Xj × Yj →X× Y }j∈J , whereXi × Yi is given the product topology and eitherXj is
a finite subspace ofX or Yj is a finite subspace ofY .

Notice thatX ×PCY is naturally homeomorphic toY ×PCX. Also notice that ifX and
Y are twok-spaces such thatX × Y (with the product topology) is not ak-space (see
Corollary 5.7), thenX ×PC Y 6= X × Y . Indeed, by Corollary 2.20 and Proposition 2.19
the topology onX×PC Y containsk(X× Y) which is stronger than the product topology.

Here is our main result concerning the pointwise convergence topology:

Theorem 4.6.

adjY : MapPC(X×PC Y,Z)→MapPC
(
X,MapPC(Y,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism.

Proof. First, let us show that

adjY : Map(X×PC Y,Z)→Map
(
X,MapPC(Y,Z)

)
is a bijection. Supposef :X×PCY → Z is a map. Givenx ∈X, the inclusion{x} × Y →
X ×PC Y is continuous. Hence,f |{x} × Y is continuous andadjY (f ) is a function onX
with values inMap(Y,Z). Also, sincef |X × F is continuous for each finite subspace
of Y , adjY (f ) :X → MapPC(Y,Z) is continuous by Proposition 4.2. Now, suppose
g :X→ MapPC(Y,Z) is continuous. By Proposition 4.2,adjY (g)|X × F is continuous
for each finite subspace ofY . By Proposition 4.4,adjY (g)|F × Y is continuous for each
finite subspaceF of X. By the definition of the PC-product and by Proposition 1.13,
adjY (g) :X×PC Y →Z is continuous.

To prove the continuity ofadjY and the continuity of its inverse it suffices to show
that for any functiong :S → MapPC(X ×PC Y,Z), g is continuous iffadjY ◦ g :S →
MapPC(X,MapPC(Y,Z)) is continuous. As will be shown shortly, this is equivalent to
the following:

Claim. X1×PC (X2×PCX3)= (X1×PCX2)×PCX3.

Proof of Claim. Let P be the Cartesian productX1 × X2 × X3 equipped with the
covariant topology induced by all inclusions{ji :Y1 × Y2 × Y3→ X1 × X2 × X3}j∈J ,
whereY1 × Y2 × Y3 is given the product topology, so that at most oneYs , s = 1,2,3, is
infinite and ifYs is infinite, thenYs =Xs . We will show thatZ =X1×PC (X2×PCX3).
The proof ofZ = (X1×PCX2)×PCX3 is similar.

To prove continuity ofid :Z→X1×PC (X2×PCX3) we need, by Proposition 1.13, to
show that for anyY1×Y2×Y3⊂X1×X2×X3 so that at most oneYs, s = 1,2,3, is infinite
and ifYs is infinite, thenYs =Xs , the inclusionY1× Y2× Y3→X1×PC (X2×PCX3) is
continuous. For example, ifY3=X3, then each of maps in the sequence

Y1× Y2× Y3→ Y1×PC (X2×PCX3)→ Y1×PC (X2×PCX3)

→X1×PC (X2×PCX3)
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is continuous. To prove continuity ofid :X1×PC (X2×PCX3)→ Z the most difficult case
is to prove the continuity of the inclusionY1× (X2×PCX3)→Z if Y1 is a finite subspace
of X1. However,Y1 is locally compact and another application of Theorem 1.15 helps to
overcome that case. Indeed,Y1 × (X2 ×PCX3) is equipped with the covariant topology
induced by all inclusionsY1× Y2× Y3→ Y1×X2×X3, whereY1× Y2× Y3 is given the
product topology and eitherY2× Y3 is finite,Y2 is finite andY3 =X3, or Y3 is finite and
Y2=X2. 2

Let us show how to use Claim to prove that for any functiong :S→ MapPC(X ×PC

Y,Z), g is continuous iffadjY ◦ g :S → MapPC(X,MapPC(Y,Z)) is continuous.g is
continuous iff adjX×PCY

(g) :S ×PC (X ×PC Y) → Z is continuous.h = adjY ◦ g is
continuous iffadjX(h) :S ×PC X→ MapPC(Y,Z) is continuous which is equivalent to
continuity ofadjY (adjX(h)) : (S ×PCX)×PC Y →Z. 2
Proposition 4.7. The following conditions are equivalent:

(1) g :S→MapCO(X,Y ) is continuous,
(2) adjX(g) ◦ (idS ×h) :S×C→ Y is continuous for each maph :C→X so thatC is

locally compact.

Proof. (1)⇒ (2) Supposeg :S→MapPC(X,Y ) is continuous andh :C→X is a map so
thatC is locally compact. By Corollary 3.6,eval: MapCov(C,Y )×C→ Y is continuous.
Notice thatadjX(g) ◦ (idS × h)= eval◦ (h∗(g)× idC) is continuous.

(2) ⇒ (1) Supposeg :S → MapPC(X,Y ) is a function such thatadjX(g) ◦ (idS ×
h) :S × C → Y is continuous for each maph :C → X so thatC is locally compact.
To show continuity ofg we need to prove that, for any maph :K → X from a locally
compact topological spaceK, the functionh∗(g) :S→MapCov(K,Y ) is continuous. By
Corollary 3.6 this amounts to continuity ofadjK(h

∗(g)) :S ×K→ Y . The last function is
preciselyadjX(g) ◦ (idS × h). 2

Let us show thatMapCO(X,Y ) is the classical compact-open topology ifX is Hausdorff:

Proposition 4.8. SupposeX is Hausdorff. The following topological spaces are identical:
(a) Map(X,Y ) equipped with the compact-open topology,
(b) Map(X,Y ) equipped with the covariant topology induced by the class of all

functions{fi :Si → Map(X,Y )}i∈J such that adjX(fi)|Si × C is continuous for
eachi ∈ J and for each compact subsetC ofX,

(c) MapCO(X,Y ).

Proof. Let Top be the covariant topology onMap(X,Y ) induced by the class of all
functions {fi :Si → Map(X,Y )}i∈J such thatadjX(fi)|Si × C is continuous for each
i ∈ J and for each compact subsetC of X. Supposeh :K→X is a map andK is locally
compact. Notice thatadjX(fi) ◦ (idSi × h) :S × K→ Y is continuous. Indeed, one may
reduce the general case to the case ofK being compact and, asC = h(K) is compact,
adjX(fi) ◦ (idSi × h)= (adjX(fi)|Si × C) ◦ (idSi × h) is continuous. By Proposition 4.7,
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MapCO(X,Y ) = MapTop(X,Y ). Let CoTop be the classical compact-open topology on
Map(X,Y ). Thus, its sub-basis consists of allP(K,U) = {f ∈Map(X,Y ) | f (K)⊂ U},
whereK is a compact subset ofX andU is open inY . If g :S→Map(X,Y ) is such that
adjX(g)|S ×K is continuous andK is compact, theng−1(P (K,U)) is open inS. Indeed,
given s ∈ g−1(P (K,U)), thens × K ⊂ adjX(g)

−1(U) which implies the existence of a
neighborhoodV of s in S such thatV ×K ⊂ adjX(g)

−1(U). Thus,V ⊂ g−1(U) which
proves thatCoTop⊂ Top. Conversely,eval: MapCoTop(X,Y ) × X→ Y has the property
that its restriction toMapCoTop(X,Y )×K is continuous for each locally compact subset
K of X. Indeed, it can be factored asMapCoTop(X,Y )×K→MapCoTop(K,Y )×K→ Y ,
where each map is continuous (see [12, Theorem 3.4.3]). Thus,id : MapCoTop(X,Y )→
MapTop(X,Y ) is continuous which proves Proposition 4.8.2

We are ready to construct a left adjoint to the functorG(Z)=MapCO(Y,Z) (Y is fixed):

Definition 4.9. Given two topological spacesX and Y their CO-productX ×CO Y is
the setX × Y equipped with the covariant topology induced by the family of all maps
{fj × gj :Xj × Yj →X× Y }j∈J , whereXi × Yi is given the product topology and either
Xj is a finite subspace ofX, fj is the inclusion, andgj = idY or Yj is a locally compact
space andfj = idX.

Notice thatX ×CO Y defines a bifunctor onT OP which coincides with the regular
product ifX is finite or Y is locally compact. Indeed, by Proposition 1.13 the identity
functionX ×CO Y → X × Y is continuous for allX andY . If eitherX is finite or Y is
locally compact, then, by definition, the identity functionX×Y →X×COY is continuous.

The following example shows that CO-product is different from both the PC-product
and the ordinary product:

Example 4.10. There exist spacesX andY such that the symmetrysym:X ×CO Y →
Y ×COX, sym(x, y)= (y, x), is not continuous.

Proof. Let Y = I with the standard topology and letX = I with the new topology: any
closed set is either countable or equal toX. ConsiderA = {(t, t) ∈ Y × X}. We plan to
show thatA with the topology induced fromY ×COX is discrete butA with the topology
induced fromX×COY is not discrete which would prove thatsymis not continuous.

SinceY is locally compact, the identity mapX × Y → X ×CO Y is continuous (the
domain is equipped with the product topology). Thus, any neighborhood of a point
(t, t) ∈ X ×CO Y contains a product neighborhoodU × V . SinceX − U is countable,
U ∩ V 6= {t} and(t, t) is not an isolated point ofA.

SupposeB ⊂ A. We plan to show thatB is closed as a subset ofY ×COX. Suppose
f :C→ Y , g :D→X, C is a finite subspace ofY , f is the inclusion, andg = idX. Notice
thatF = (C×X)∩B is a finite, hence closed, subspace ofY ×X. Since(f × g)−1(B)=
(f × g)−1(F ), it is a closed subset ofC ×D. Supposef = idY , g :D→X is continuous
andD is a locally compact topological space. We need to show thatE = (f × g)−1(B) is
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a closed subset ofY ×D. Suppose(c, d) /∈ E and choose a compact neighborhoodZ of
d in D. Notice thatg(Z) is finite, and so isF = (Y × g(Z)) ∩ B. Now, (Y × Z) ∩ E =
(Y ×Z)∩ (f ×g)−1(F ) is a closed subset ofY ×Z which does not contain(c, d). Choose
neighborhoodsU of c in Y andV of d inD so that(U ×V )∩ (Y ×Z)∩E = ∅ and notice
thatU × (V ∩Z) is a neighborhood of(c, d) missingE. Thus,E is closed which proves
thatB is closed inY ×COX. 2

Here is our main result concerning the compact-open topology:

Theorem 4.11.

adjY : MapCO(X×COY,Z)→MapCO
(
X,MapCO(Y,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism.

Proof. First, let us show that

adjY : Map(X×COY,Z)→Map
(
X,MapCO(Y,Z)

)
is a bijection. Supposef :X×COY →Z is a map. Givenx ∈X, the inclusion{x}× Y →
X ×CO Y is continuous. Hence,f |{x} × Y is continuous andadjY (f ) is a function on
X with values inMap(Y,Z). Also, sincef ◦ (idX × h) :X × C → Z is continuous for
any locally compact spaceC and any maph :C → Y , adjY (f ) :X→ MapCO(Y,Z) is
continuous by Proposition 4.7. Now, supposeg :X→ MapCO(Y,Z) is continuous and
let h = adjY (g) :X × Y → Z. To show the continuity ofh :X ×CO Y → Z it suffices to
prove thath ◦ (a × b) :A× B→ Z is continuous for any mapa × b :A× B→ X × Y
such that eitherA is finite or B is locally compact (see Proposition 1.13). Suppose
A is finite. By Proposition 4.4,adjY (g ◦ a) :A × Y → Z is continuous. Notice that
h ◦ (a × b)= adjY (g ◦ a) ◦ (idA × b). SupposeB is locally compact. By Proposition 4.7,
adjY (g)◦ (idX×b) is continuous. Notice thath◦ (a×b)= adjY (g)◦ (idX×b)◦ (a× idB).

To prove the continuity ofadjY and the continuity of its inverse it suffices to show
that for any functiong :S → MapCO(X ×CO Y,Z), g is continuous iffadjY ◦ g :S →
MapCO(X,MapCO(Y,Z)) is continuous. As will be shown shortly, this is equivalent to
the following:

Claim. X1×CO (X2×COX3)= (X1×COX2)×COX3.

Proof of Claim. For simplicity let us denoteX1×CO(X2×COX3) byL, (X1×COX2)×CO

X3 byR, andX1×X2×X3 byP .
Case1.X1 is finite. In this caseL=X1× (X2×COX3) andR = (X1×X2)×COX3.

We plan to show that bothL andR have covariant topologies induced by essentially the
same maps. SinceX1 is locally compact, we can apply Theorem 1.15 and conclude that
the topology ofL is induced by maps which have one of the following forms:

(a) f ×g×h :X1×X2×C→ P , wheref = idX1, g = idX2, andC is locally compact,
(b) f × g× h :X1×F ×X3→ P , wheref = idX1, h= idX3, F is a finite subspace of

X2, andg is the inclusion.
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By the definition of the CO-product the topology ofR is induced by maps which have
one of the following forms:

(c) f ×g×h :X1×X2×C→ P , wheref = idX1, g = idX2, andC is locally compact,
(d) g × h :F ×X3→ P , whereh = idX3, F is a finite subspace ofX1×X2, andg is

the inclusion.
Clearly, the classes of maps described in (a) and (c) are identical. Also, class (b) is

contained in class (d). Notice that any finite subsetF of X1×X2 is contained in a finite
subspaceF1× F2 of X1×X2 . That is sufficient to conclude that the covariant topology
induced by the union of classes (a) and (b) coincides with the covariant topology induced
by the union of classes (c) and (d).

Case2.X3 is locally compact. In this caseL=X1×CO (X2×X3) andR = (X1×CO

X2) × X3. We plan to show that bothL andR have covariant topologies induced by
essentially the same maps. SinceX3 is locally compact, we can apply Theorem 1.15 and
conclude that the topology ofR is induced by maps which have one of the following forms:

(a) f × g× h :F ×X2×X3→ P , whereg = idX1, h= idX3, F is a finite subspace of
X1, andf is the inclusion,

(b) f ×g×h :X1×C×X3→ P , wheref = idX1, h= idX3, andC is locally compact.
By the definition of the CO-product the topology ofL is induced by maps which have

one of the following forms:
(c) f × g× h :F ×X2×X3→ P , whereg = idX2, h= idX3, F is a finite subspace of

X1, andf is the inclusion,
(d) g× h :X1×C→ P , whereg = idX1, C is locally compact andh :C→X2×X3.
Clearly, the classes of maps described in (a) and (c) are identical. Also, class (b) is

contained in class (d) asC×X3 is locally compact ifC is locally compact. Notice that any
maph :C→X2×X3 can be factored as the composition of a map fromC toC ×X3 and
a map fromC ×X3 toX2×X3. That is sufficient to conclude that the covariant topology
induced by the union of classes (a) and (b) coincides with the covariant topology induced
by the union of classes (c) and (d).

General case: To prove continuity ofid :L→ R we will employ Proposition 1.13.
SupposeF is a finite subspace ofX1. By case 1,F × (X2×COX3)= (F ×COX2)×COX3

and by the functoriality of the CO-product the inclusionF × (X2 ×COX3)→ (X1 ×CO

X2) ×COX3 is continuous. Supposef :C→ X2 ×COX3 is continuous andC is locally
compact. Letg :C → X2 and h :C → X3 be functions such thatf (c) = (g(c),h(c))
for each c ∈ C. Since id :X2 ×CO X3 → X2 × X3 is continuous, bothg and h are
continuous. SinceX2×COC =X2×C, id× h :X2×C→X2×COX3 is continuous. Let
j :C→ X2× C be defined byj (c)= (g(c), c). Sinceid × ((id × h) ◦ j) :X1×COC→
X1×CO(X2×COC) is continuous,id× ((id×h)◦j)= id×f , andX1×CO(X2×COC)=
(X1×COX2)×COC (by case 2),id× f :X1×C→ (X1×COX2)×COX3 is continuous.

To prove continuity ofid :R → L supposef :C → X3 is a map andC is locally
compact. By case 2,(X1 ×COX2) ×COC = X1 ×CO (X2 ×COC), so id × f : (X1 ×CO

X2)×COC→ X1×CO (X2×COX3) is continuous. The last remaining case is that ofF

being a finite subspace ofX1×COX2. We need to show that the inclusionF ×X3→ L

is continuous. Choose finite subspaceF1 × F2 of X1 ×COX2 containingF . By case 1,
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F1 × F2 × X3 = F1 ×CO (F2 ×CO X3) and by the functoriality of the CO-product the
inclusionF1×CO (F2×COX3)→X1×CO (X2×COX3) is continuous. 2

Let us show how to use Claim to prove that for any functiong :S→ MapCO(X ×CO

Y,Z), g is continuous iffadjY ◦ g :S → MapCO(X,MapCO(Y,Z)) is continuous.g is
continuous iff adjX×COY

(g) :S ×CO (X ×CO Y) → Z is continuous.h = adjY ◦ g is
continuous iffadjX(h) :S ×COX→ MapCO(Y,Z) is continuous which is equivalent to
continuity ofadjY (adjX(h)) : (S ×COX)×COY →Z. 2

By applying the functork (see Definition 2.15), one gets three additional topologies on
function spaces:kCov, kCO, kCO.

We are ready to construct a left adjoint to the functorG(Z) = MapkCov(kY,Z) (Y is
fixed) on the categoryk T OP of k-spaces:

Definition 4.12. Given two topological spacesX and Y their k-product X ×k Y is
k(X× Y).

If bothX andY arek-spaces, then theirk-product and CO-product are identical:

Proposition 4.13.X×k Y = kX×k kY = kX×CO kY .

Proof. All arrows in this proof represent the identity function on the Cartesian product
X × Y . SincekX × kY → X × Y is continuous, so iskX ×k kY → X ×k Y . To check
continuity ofX ×k Y → kX ×k kY supposef :C→ X × Y is a map andC is locally
compact. By projectingX× Y ontoX andY we get two mapsg :C→X andh :C→ Y .
Sinceg :C→ kX andh :C→ kY are maps, so isf :C→ kX × kY and so isf :C→
kX×k kY . Thus,X×k Y → kX×k kY is a map. Also,idkX ×h : kX×C→ kX× kY is a
map which means thatidkX × h : kX×C→ kX×CO kY is a map. By composing the last
map withj :C→ kX × C, j (c)= (g(c), c), one gets thatf :C→ kX ×CO kY is a map.
Thus,X×k Y → kX×CO kY is a map.

Notice thatkX ×CO kY is kX × kY equipped with the covariant topology induced by
all mapsf × g :C ×D→X× Y such that eitherC is finite andg = idkY orD is locally
compact andf = idkX. In particular,C×D is ak-space. Hence,kX×COkY → kX×k kY
is continuous which completes the proof.2
Theorem 4.14.Supposef :S→Map(kX,Y ) is a function. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) f : kS→MapCO(kX,Y ) is continuous,
(2) adjX(f ) :S ×k X→ Y is continuous,
(3) f : kS→MapCov(kX,Y ) is continuous.

Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 4.13.
(2)⇒ (3) We need to show that, for any mapg :C→ S with C being locally compact,

f ◦ g is continuous. Sinceg× idX :C× kX→ k(S×X) is continuous (see Theorem 2.14
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and use Theorem 1.15), then so isadjX(f ) ◦ (g× idX) :C× kX→ Y . Hence,f ◦ g :C→
MapCov(kX,Y ) is continuous.

(3)⇒ (1) follows from the fact thatCO⊂Cov. 2
By applying Theorem 4.14 in the case ofS being locally compact one gets:

Corollary 4.15. MapkCov(kX,Y ) = MapkCO(kX,Y ). MapkCov(kX,Y ) is Map(kX,Y )
equipped with the covariant topology induced by all functionsf :C→Map(kX,Y ) such
thatC is locally compact and adjkX(f ) :C× kX→ Y is continuous.

The following result generalizes Theorem 3 on p. 183 of [22]:

Theorem 4.16.

adjY : MapkCov(X×k Y,Z)→MapkCov
(
kX,MapkCov(kY,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism.

Proof. First notice thatMap(kX,MapkCO(kY,Z)) = Map(kX,MapCO(kY,Z)) as kX
is a k-space. By Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 4.13,adjY : MapCO(X ×k Y,Z) →
MapCO(kX,MapkCO(kY,Z)) is a homeomorphism. By applying the functork one gets
Theorem 4.16. 2

Since, by Corollary 4.15, the spacesMapCov(kX,Y ) andMapCO(kX,Y ) have the same
compact Hausdorff subspaces, one deduces the following result from the corresponding
theorem for compact-open topologies (see [12, 3.4.20]):

Ascoli Type Theorem 4.17.SupposeF ⊂MapCov(X,Y ), X is a Hausdorffk-space, and
Y is regular. Then,cl(F ) is compact in MapCov(X,Y ) iff F consists of equicontinuous
functions andcl(eval(F × {x})) is compact inY for eachx ∈X.

Proof. Strictly speaking, Theorem 3.4.20 in [12] deals withF being closed in
MapCO(X,Y ). However, its proof clearly works for the analog of Theorem 4.17 with the
basic covariant topology being replaced by the compact-open topology.2

5. Evaluation map

This section is devoted to issues related to the continuity of the evaluation function.
First, let us point out thateval: MapCO(Q,R) × Q→ R is not continuous (see [14,
Theorem 3]). We are ready for a generalization of this observation. The interesting aspect
of this generalization is that its proof is modeled on the proof of Tamano Theorem (see [12,
5.1.38]).

Proposition 5.1. SupposeX is a paracompact space.X is locally compact iff
eval: MapkCov(X, I)×X→ I is continuous.
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Proof. SupposeX is locally compact. By Corollary 3.6 one gets the continuity ofeval.
Supposeeval: MapkCov(X, I)×X→ I is continuous. Pickx0 ∈X and letc :X→ I be

the constant mapc ≡ 0. Choose a neighborhoodN of c in eval: MapkCov(X, I)×X→ I

and choose a neighborhoodV of x0 in X such thateval(N × V ) ⊂ [0,1) (use continuity
of eval). Let βX be theČech–Stone compactification ofX and assume there isx1 in the
closureC of V in βX which is not in clX(V ). SinceC × X is normal and{x1} × X,
{(x, x) | x ∈ clX(V )} are disjoint closed subsets, there is a mapα :C ×X→ I such that
α(x1×X)= {0} andα(x, x)= 1 forx ∈ clX(V ). Sinceγ = adjX(α) :C→MapkCov(X, I)

is continuous andγ (x1) = c, γ−1(N) is a neighborhood ofx1. This neighborhood
must intersectV . Thus, there isx2 ∈ γ−1(N) ∩ V which leads to a contradiction:
1= α(x2, x2) = γ (x2)(x2) = eval(γ (x2), x2) ∈ eval(N × V ) ⊂ [0,1). Thus,X is locally
compact. 2

Here is a generalization of the previous result:

Theorem 5.2. SupposeX is a regular (respectively, Tychonoff) space.X is locally
compact iff eval: MapCov(X,Y )×X→ Y (respectively, eval: MapkCov(X,Y )×X→ Y )
is continuous for eachT1 spaceY .

The proof of Theorem 5.2 is modeled on the proof of Proposition 5.1 with the help of
the following:

Proposition 5.3. SupposeX is a regular (respectively, Tychonoff) space. There is aT1

spaceY containingI with the following property: given an open setV of X and given a
Hausdorff(respectively, compact Hausdorff) spaceC containingclX(V ) as a proper dense
set, there is, for somex1 ∈ C − clX(V ), a mapα :C ×X→ Y so thatα({x1} ×X)= {0}
andα(x, x)= 1 for all x ∈ clX(V ).

Proof. Let us discuss a basic construction first. LetS be the set of all triples(A,V,x) such
that

(1) V 6= ∅ is an open subset ofX,
(2) clX(V ) is a proper dense subset of Hausdorff (respectively, compact Hausdorff)

spaceA,
(3) x ∈A− clX(V ),
(4) for any open subsetV of X and any Hausdorff (respectively, compact Hausdorff)

spaceB containing clX(V ) as a proper dense set, there is a triple(A,V,x) ∈ S and
a homeomorphismh :A→ B such thath|clX(V ) is the identity.

SupposeZ is a T1 space containingI . For eachs = (A,V,x) ∈ S let fs :Ds = {x} ×
X ∪ {(a, a) | a ∈ clX(V )}→Z be defined byfs(A)= {0} andfs(a, a)= 1 if a ∈ clX(V ).
Think of Ds as being the subset of a copyPs of A × X so thatPs ∩ Pt = ∅ if s 6= t .
Notice thatDs is the union of two disjoint closed subsets of aT1 spacePs . Let µ(Z) be
the adjunction spaceZ ∪f ∐s∈S Ps , wheref :

∐
s∈S Ds→Z is defined byf |Ds = fs for

eachs ∈ S. Thus,µ(Z) is the quotient space of the disjoint union ofZ and
∐
s∈S Ps , where
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d ∈Ds is identified withfs(d). Notice thatµ(Z) is T1. Also, notice that there is a natural
inclusioniZ :Z→ µ(Z) which is a homeomorphic imbedding.

Let Z0= I andZn+1 = µ(Zn) for n> 0. LetY =⋃∞n=0Zn and letin :Zn→ Y be the
inclusion for eachn. Y is equipped with the covariant topology induced by{in}n>0. 2
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Supposeeval: MapCov(X,Y ) × X→ Y is continuous for each
T1 spaceY . SupposeW is a neighborhood ofx0 ∈X. ChooseY as in Proposition 5.3 and
choose neighborhoodsN of the constant mapc≡ 0 (0 belongs toY ) and a neighborhoodV
of x0 inW so thateval(N×V )⊂ Y −{1} and clX(V )⊂W . If clX(V ) is not compact, then
(see Theorem 2.8) one can find a Hausdorff spaceC containing clX(V ) as a proper dense
subset. Pickx1 ∈C−clX(V ) and choose a mapα :C×X→ Y such thatα({x1}×X)= {0}
andα(x, x)= 1 for all x ∈ clX(V ). Sinceγ = adjX(α) :C→MapCov(X,Y ) is continuous
and γ (x1) = c, γ−1(N) is a neighborhood ofx1. This neighborhood must intersect
V . Thus, there isx2 ∈ γ−1(N) ∩ V which leads to a contradiction: 1= α(x2, x2) =
γ (x2)(x2)= eval(γ (x2), x2) ∈ eval(N ×V )⊂ Y − {1}. Thus, clX(V ) is compact andX is
locally compact.

In the case ofX being Tychonoff one can assumeC is compact as we can simply put
C = β(clX(V )). If C is compact, thenγ = adjX(α) :C→MapkCov(X,Y ) is continuous
and the rest of the proof is the same as the case ofX being only regular. 2

Now, we can recover Michael’s [23] result:

Corollary 5.4 (Michael).SupposeX is regular. Iff × idX is quotient for every quotient
mapf :Y → Z, thenX is locally compact.

Proof. As in Corollary 3.6, spacesX with the property thatf × idX is quotient for every
quotient mapf , have the property thateval: MapCov(X,Y ) × X→ Y is continuous for
eachY . By Theorem 5.2,X must be locally compact.2

Combining Corollary 5.4 of Michael with Whitehead Theorem (the special case
of Theorem 1.15 whereS consists of one point) one gets a global, non-intrinsic
characterization of regular, locally compact spaces:

Theorem 5.5 (Michael–Whitehead).SupposeX is regular. Then,X is locally compact iff
f × idX is quotient for every quotient mapf :Y → Z.

Notice the similarity to Kuratowski’s characterization of compact Hausdorff spaces
(see [12, 3.1.16]):

Theorem 5.6 (Kuratowski).SupposeX is Hausdorff. Then,X is compact iff the projection
pY :X× Y → Y is a closed map for eachY .

Theorem 5.2 also implies another result of Michael [23]:
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Corollary 5.7 (Michael).SupposeX is Tychonoff. IfX×Y is ak-space for everyk-space
Y , thenX is locally compact.

Proof. SupposeX is not locally compact. By Theorem 5.2, there is a spaceY such
that eval: MapkCov(X,Y ) × X→ Y is not continuous. IfMapkCov(X,Y ) × X was ak-
space, then, by Theorem 4.14,eval: MapkCov(X,Y ) × X→ Y would be continuous as
id : MapkCov(X,Y )→MapCov(X,Y ) is continuous. 2

6. Reflexive spaces

The purpose of this section is to discuss the topological analog of the natural equivalence

tran: MorSets
(
X,MorSets(Y,Z)

)→MorSets
(
Y,MorSets(X,Z)

)
(see Definition 0.2). We plan to restrict ourselves to the basic set of function spaces topolo-
gies{PC,CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}. Thus, givenTop∈ {PC,CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}
we plan to discuss cases under which

tran: Map
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)→Map
(
Y,MapTop(X,Z)

)
is a bijection. Also, we plan to discuss cases under which

tran: MapTop
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)→MapTop
(
Y,MapTop(X,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism.

From the categorical point of view, we are discussing cases under which the contravari-
ant functorF(X) =MapTop(X,Z) (Z is fixed) is self-adjoint. As seen in Section 0 (see
Definition 0.4), if tran: Map(X,MapTop(Y,Z))→ Map(Y,MapTop(X,Z)) is a bijection
for all X andY , then the most important case is that ofY =MapTop(X,Z) and one focuses
attention ontran−1(idY ). Denotetran−1(idY ) by iX and notice thatiX(x)(f )= f (x) for
all x ∈ X. Thus,iX(x) = ex is the evaluation function atx for all x ∈ X. Obviously, we
neediX to be continuous if we have any hope oftran to be a bijection.

Definition 6.1. Suppose a spaceZ is given (Z = R is a basic example). Thedual space
X∗ is Map(X,Z).
X∗ may be equipped with any topologyTop among{PC,CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}.

The choice of topology is emphasized by notationX∗Top. Since evaluation atx ∈
X, ex :X∗ → Z, is continuous in the case of the smallest topologyTop= PC (see
Propositions 4.2 and 3.2), then it is continuous in all cases and one has a natural function

iX :X→X∗∗

defined byiX(x)= ex .
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One may say thatiX is the topological analog of the canonical homomorphismiV :V →
V ∗∗ from linear algebra or functional analysis (V could be a vector space over a fieldZ, a
module over the ringY , or a topological vector space).

Proposition 6.2. SupposeZ is T0 and Top∈ {PC,CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}. The
following conditions are equivalent:

(a) iX :X→X∗∗ is injective,
(b) X equipped with the contravariant topology induced by all of Map(X,Z) is T0.

Proof. (a)⇒ (b) Supposex,y ∈ X, x 6= y. Sinceex 6= ey , there isf :X→ Z so that
f (x) 6= f (y). If U is an open set inZ containing precisely one point of{f (x),f (y)}, then
f−1(U) contains precisely one point of{x,y}.

(b)⇒ (a) Supposex,y ∈X, x 6= y. SinceX equipped with the contravariant topology
induced by all ofMap(X,Z) isT0, there is a sequencef1, . . . , fn of elements ofMap(X,Y )
such thatU =⋂n

i=1f
−1
i (Ui) contains precisely one element of{x,y} for some open sets

Ui , i 6 n, of Z. In particular,fi(x) 6= fi(y) for somei 6 n. Thus,ex(fi) 6= ey(fi) and
iX(x) 6= iX(y). 2

The following result explains why functionally Hausdorff spaces are useful when
dealing with function spaces:

Proposition 6.3. SupposeZ =R. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X is functionally Hausdorff,
(b) iX :X→X∗∗ is injective.

Proof. X being functionally Hausdorff means that for any pair of different pointsx,y ∈X
there is a mapf :X→ R with f (x) 6= f (y). iX being injective means that for any pair
of different pointsx,y ∈X there is a mapf :X→ R such thatf (x)= ex(f ) 6= ey(f )=
f (y). Thus, condition (a) is equivalent to condition (b).2
Proposition 6.4. SupposeZ is fixed. The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) iX :X→ iX(X)⊂X∗∗PC is an open function,
(b) the contravariant topology onX induced by all of Map(X,Z) is identical with the

current topology.

Proof. (a)⇒ (b) SupposeU is open inX andx ∈U . SinceiX(U) is open iniX(X), there
is a sequencef1, . . . , fn of elements ofMap(X,Z) such that

iX(x) ∈
(

n⋂
j=1

P(fj ,Uj )

)
∩ iX(X)⊂ iX(U)

for some open setsUj of Z, j 6 n. Notice thatey ∈ P(f,V ) iff y ∈ f−1(V ). Thus,
x ∈ ⋂n

j=1f
−1
j (Uj ) ⊂ U . This proves that the contravariant topology induced by all

of Map(X,Z) contains the current topology onX. Clearly, as allf ∈ Map(X,Z) are
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continuous, the current topology contains all the open sets of the contravariant topology
which means that the two topologies are identical.

(b) ⇒ (a) SupposeU is open inX and x ∈ U . Choosefj ∈ Map(X,Z) so that
x ∈ ⋂n

j=1f
−1
j (Uj ) ⊂ U for some open setsUj of Z, j 6 n. Notice that iX(x) ∈

(
⋂n
j=1P(fj ,Uj ))∩ iX(X)⊂ iX(U), which proves thatiX(U) is open iniX(X). 2

Proposition 6.5. Fix Z. iX :X→X∗∗PC is continuous for any spaceX.

Proof. It suffices to show thati−1
X (P(f,U)) is open for anyf ∈ X∗ = Map(X,Z) and

any open setU of Z. Notice thati−1
X (P(f,U))= f−1(U). 2

Here is another characterization of Tychonoff spaces:

Proposition 6.6. SupposeZ = R and X is a T0 space. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(a) X is Tychonoff,
(b) iX :X→X∗∗PC is a homeomorphic embedding.

Proof. SinceX∗∗PC is Tychonoff (asX∗PC is Tychonoff for any spaceX), it is clear that (b)
implies (a).

(a) ⇒ (b) Notice thatX being Tychonoff is the same (in view ofX being T0)
as its topology being the contravariant topology induced by all ofMap(X,R) (see
Proposition 2.5). By Proposition 6.4,iX :X → iX(X) ⊂ X∗∗PC is an open function. By
Proposition 6.5,iX is continuous. 2

Let us investigate continuity ofiX :X→X∗∗Top for Top 6= PC.

Definition 6.7. SupposeTop∈ {CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}. X is said to beTop-reflexive
providediX :X→X∗∗Top is continuous for any spaceZ.

Here is the main property of reflexive spaces:

Proposition 6.8. Let Top∈ {CO,Cov, kPC, kCO, kCov}. If X is a Top-reflexive space,
then tran: Map(Y,MapTop(X,Z))→Map(X,MapTop(Y,Z)) is well defined. If bothX and
Y are Top-reflexive spaces, then

tran: Map
(
Y,MapTop(X,Z)

)→Map
(
X,MapTop(Y,Z)

)
is a bijection.

Proof. Fix Z. Supposef :Y →X∗Top is continuous. Notice thattran(f ) is the composition
of iX :X→X∗∗Top andf ∗ :X∗∗Top→ Y ∗Top. 2

Corollaries 3.6 and 3.16 imply thatk-spaces areTop-reflexive for all major topologies
Top:

Corollary 6.9. If X is a k-space, then it is Top-reflexive for Top∈ {CO,Cov, kCO, kCov}.
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Proof. Fix Z. First, considerX to be locally compact. By Corollary 3.6,

eval:X∗Top×X→ Z

is continuous. LetY =X∗Top. Notice thatiX = adjY (eval). HenceiX :X→MapCov(Y,Z) is
continuous andiX :X→MapkCov(Y,Z) is continuous. Notice thatid : MapkCov(Y,Z)→
X∗∗Top is continuous askCov is the largest topology among basic function topologies.

In the general case it suffices to show that for any mapg :C → X, C being locally
compact,iX ◦ g :C→X∗∗Top is continuous. Notice thatiX ◦ g = g∗∗ ◦ iC . 2
Proposition 6.10. If X is Top-reflexive for Top∈ {kPC, kCO, kCov}, thenX is a k-space.

Proof. Put Z = X and leta = idX ∈ X∗Top. Considerr = ea :X∗∗Top→ Z. Notice thatr
is continuous andr ◦ iX = idX. Thus,X is a retract of ak-space and must be ak-space
(k(iX) ◦ r is the topological inverse ofidX : kX→X). 2
Problem 6.11. SupposeX is CO-reflexive. IsX a k-space?

Proposition 6.12. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) X is CO-reflexive,
(b) sym:X×COY → Y ×COX is continuous for all spacesY ,
(c) Y ×X = Y ×COX for all locally compact spacesY .

Proof. (a)⇒ (b) SupposeX is CO-reflexive and putZ = Y ×COX. By Theorem 4.11,
f = adjX(idZ) :Y → MapCO(X,Z) is continuous. By Proposition 6.8,tran(f ) :X →
MapCO(Y,Z) is continuous and, by Theorem 4.11,sym= adjY (tran(f )) :X ×CO Y → Z

is continuous which proves (a)⇒ (b).
(b)⇒ (c) Notice thatX×CO Y =X× Y if Y is locally compact. Sincesym:X× Y →

Y ×CO Y is continuous, so isid :Y × X→ Y ×COX. Sinceid :Y ×COX→ Y × X is
continuous for all spaces, we are done.

(c) ⇒ (a) Fix Z. To prove the continuity ofiX :X → X∗∗CO we plan to use Propo-
sition 1.16 as the compact-open topology was defined in a contravariant manner.
Supposef :Y → X∗CO is continuous andY is locally compact. By Theorem 4.11,
adjX(f ) :Y ×COX→ Z is continuous. Hence,adjX(f ) :Y ×X→ Z is continuous and
so isadjY (adjX(f )) :X→ Y ∗Cov. We need to show thatiX ◦ f ∗ :X→ Y ∗Cov is continuous.
However,iX ◦ f ∗ = adjY (adjX(f )). 2
Corollary 6.13. If X is CO-reflexive, then MapkCO(X,Z)=MapkCov(X,Z) for all spaces
Z. If X is Cov-reflexive and MapkCO(X,Z)=MapkCov(X,Z) for all spacesZ, thenX is
CO-reflexive.

Proof. To prove the first part of Corollary 6.13 notice that ifY is locally compact and
f :Y →MapCO(X,Z) is continuous, thenf :Y →MapCov(X,Z) is continuous. Indeed,
by Proposition 6.12 and Theorem 4.11,adjX(f ) is continuous which is sufficient for the
continuity off :Y →MapCov(X,Z) by the definition of the basic covariant topology.
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To prove the second part of Corollary 6.13 assume thatY is locally compact and
put Z = Y ×CO X. We need to prove thatid :Y × X→ Z is continuous (see Proposi-
tion 6.12). Obviously,id :Y ×COX→ Y ×X is continuous and so isf = adjX(id) :Y →
MapCO(X,Z) (see Definition 4.12). SinceMapkCO(X,Z)=MapkCov(X,Z), we infer that
f :Y → MapCov(X,Z) is continuous. By Proposition 6.8,tran(f ) :X→ MapCov(Y,Z)

is continuous and by Corollary 3.6id = adjY (tran(f )) :X × Y → Z is continuous. By
Proposition 6.12,X is CO-reflexive. 2

Let us improve Proposition 6.8 in the case of compact-open topology:

Proposition 6.14. If X is a CO-reflexive space, then tran: MapCO(Y,MapCO(X,Z))→
MapCO(X,MapCO(Y,Z)) is continuous. If bothX and Y are CO-reflexive spaces, then
tran: MapCO(Y,MapCO(X,Z))→MapCO(X,MapCO(Y,Z)) is a homeomorphism.

Proof. SupposeX is a CO-reflexive space. By Theorem 4.11,

adjY : MapCO(X×COY,Z)→MapCO
(
X,MapCO(Y,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism and

adjX : MapCO(Y ×COX,Z)→MapCO
(
Y,MapCO(X,Z)

)
is a homeomorphism. By Proposition 6.12,sym:X ×CO Y → Y ×COX is continuous (a
homeomorphism ifY is CO-reflexive). Hence,(adjY ) ◦ sym∗ = tran◦ (adjX) is continuous
which proves thattran is continuous (a homeomorphism ifY is CO-reflexive). 2

Here is another corollary of Proposition 6.12:

Corollary 6.15. If X andY are CO-reflexive, thenX×COY is CO-reflexive.

Proof. We need to prove thatsym: (X×COY)×COZ→Z×CO (X×COY) is continuous
for each spaceZ. Here is a sequence of identities (arising from the associativity of the CO-
product as seen in Claim of the proof of Theorem 4.11) and symmetries which accomplish
that goal:

(X×COY)×COZ=X×CO (Y ×COZ)→X×CO (Z×COY)

= (X×COZ)×COY

= (X×COZ)×COY → (Z×COX)×COY

=Z ×CO (X×COY). 2

7. Local connectivity

The purpose of this section is to show how covariant topologies can be used to define
other functors in a similar manner to the wayk :T OP→ k T OP was defined.

Definition 7.1. Let lcT OP (respectively,lpcT OP) be the full category ofT OP whose
objects are all locally connected (respectively, locally path connected) spaces.
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Proposition 7.2. SupposeF = {fs :Xs → X}s∈S is a class of functions defined on
topological spaces. ConsiderX with the covariant topology induced byF . If eachXs
is path connected(respectively, locally path connected), then so isX.

Proof. Consider an open neighborhoodU of x ∈ X. LetA be the union of all connected
(respectively, path connected) subsets ofU containingx. Thus,A is the component
(respectively, path component) ofx in U . We need to show thatA is open which amounts
to proving thatf−1

s (A) is open inXs for all s ∈ S. If f−1
s (A) is not empty, then the

component (respectively, path component) inf−1
s (U) of any of its element is contained in

f−1
s (A). Thus,f−1

s (A) is open. 2
Definition 7.3. Functorslc :T OP→ lcT OP andlpc:T OP→ lpcT OP are defined as
follows: lcX (respectively,lpcX) isX equipped with the covariant topology induced by all
mapsf :Y →X so thatY is locally connected (respectively, locally path connected).

Notice that bothidX : lcX → X and idX : lpcX → X are continuous and it is clear
that lc :T OP→ lcT OP is a right adjoint to the inclusion functori : lcT OP→ T OP .
Similarly, lpc:T OP→ lpcT OP is a right adjoint to the inclusion functori : lpcT OP→
T OP .

8. Fuks topology

In his work on formalization of the Eckmann–Hilton duality Fuks [16] considered
covariant functors on the category of pointed functionally Hausdorffk-spaces and defined
the dualDS to S by assigning toY the space of natural transformations fromS to the
functorΣY .ΣY assigns toX the smash productk(X∧Y) of X andY with thek-topology.
This required an introduction of topology on any set of natural transformations from a
functorS to a functorT . The purpose of this section is to show that the Fuks topology is a
contravariant topology.

Proposition 8.1. SupposeS andT are two covariant functors on the category of pointed
functionally Hausdorffk-spaces. IfX is a set of natural transformations fromS to T ,
then the Fuks topology onX is the contravariant topology induced by functionstY :X→
MapkCO(S(Y ),T (Y )), tY (φ)= φY :S(Y )→ T (Y ).

Proof. Supposeφ0 ∈ X and A ⊂ X. Fuks [16] defines the closure operator clF (our
notation) on subsets ofX by declaringφ0 ∈ clF (A) iff tY (φ0) ∈ cl(tY (A)) for eachY .
Let cl be the closure operator stemming from the contravariant topology induced by{tY }.
We need to show that clF = cl.

Supposeφ0 ∈ cl(A) − clF (A). Since φ0 /∈ clF (A), there isY such thattY (φ0) /∈
cl(tY (A)). Thus,t−1

Y (MapkCO(S(Y ),T (Y ))− cl(tY (A))) is a neighborhood ofφ0 (in the
contravariant topology) missingA which contradictsφ0 ∈ cl(A).
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Supposeφ0 ∈ clF (A) − cl(A). Sinceφ0 /∈ cl(A), there exists a sequence of spaces
Y(1), . . . , Y (k) and a sequence of open subsetsU(i) in MapkCO(S(Y (i)), T (Y (i))), 16
i 6 k, so thatV =⋂k

i=1 t
−1
Y(i)(U(i)) is a neighborhood ofφ0 (in the contravariant topol-

ogy) disjoint withA. LetY = k(∏k
i=1Y(i)). Notice thatY is a pointed functionally Haus-

dorff space. Notice that for eachi there is the projectionp(i) :Y → Y(i) and the inclu-
sion j (i) :Y(i)→ Y . Defineα(i) : MapkCO(S(Y ),T (Y ))→ MapkCO(S(Y (i)), T (Y (i)))

by α(i)(f ) = T (p(i)) ◦ f ◦ S(j (i)). Notice that eachα(i) is continuous. Also notice
that for any natural transformationφ :S → T one hasα(i)(φY ) = φY(i). DefineU =⋂k
i=1α(i)

−1(U(i)) and notice thatU is a neighborhoodoftY (φ0) in MapkCO(S(Y ),T (Y )).
Now,φ0 ∈ clF (A) implies thattY (φ0) ∈ cl(tY (A)). Thus,U ∩ tY (A) is not empty and con-
tainstY (ψ), ψ ∈A. SincetY (i)(ψ)= α(i)(tY (φ)) ∈U(i) for eachi, ψ ∈ V which contra-
dictsV ∩A= ∅. 2
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